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A structure-based performance model for Cathode Catalyst Layers (CCLs) 

of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) is presented. A CCL is 

the major competitive ground for mass transport, electrochemical reaction, and 

vaporization in a PEMFC. Analytical solutions for the case of fast proton transport 

have revealed that the CCL plays a vital role in the conversion of liquid water to 

vapor and in regulating water fluxes towards Polymer Electrolyte Membrane 

(PEM) and Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL). Critical values of proton conductivity 

o* and oxygen transport coefficient D' are introduced to distinguish different 

regimes of operation for these transport processes. Subsequently, the role of the 

porous structure and of liquid water accumulation for the performance of CCL in 

PEMFCs is explored. The non-linear spatial coupling between liquid water 

accumulation and oxygen depletion triggers critical effects and bistability in 

current-voltage response curves. Stability diagrams are proposed as novel tools 

for assessing CCL performance. 

Keywords: PEM fuel cell; catalyst layer modelling; random porous morphology; 
liquid water accumulation; performance evaluation 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

1 .I Basic Principles of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel 
Cells 

1.1 .I What is a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell? 

Fuel cells are electrocherr~ical devices that convert the enthalpy released 

in the reaction of a fuel, such as hydrogen, natural gas or carbon monoxide, with 

an oxidant, like oxygen, directly into electrical energy. They generate a difference 

in electrosta,tic potential (voltage) between two electrodes, by spatially separating 

the overall reaction into two electrochemical half cell reactions, the oxidation of a 

fuel and the reduction of an oxidant. 

A single fuel cell is usually composed of an electrolyte, an anode, a 

cathode and flow fields through which fuel and oxidant are supplied. Figure 1 

shows a schematic picture of a fuel cell with these components. 

A Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) uses a thin proton- 

conductive Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM), like perfluorosulfonated acid 

polymer, as the electrolyte. 

Depending on the application, a PEMFC stack may consist of several tens 

to a few thousands of unit cells to meet the power requirement that span a range 

from a few W to several 100s of kW or even MW. 



Figure 1 Schematic diagram of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel Cell. A single 
fuel cell consists of one PEM, two electrodes, i.e., anode and cathode, and two flow fields. 
Each electrode has two functional layers: Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) and Catalyst Layer 
(CL). For a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, hydrogen moves through the Flow Field (FF)IBipolar 
Plate (BPP) and GDL to the anode CL where hydrogen separates into protons and 
electrons. Protons pass through the PEM to the cathode side. Electrons are forced to pass 
along the external electrical circuit to provide electrical work in appliances. Oxygen 
diffuses through the FFIBPP and GDL to the CL at the cathode where oxygen, protons and 
electrons meet and react to produce water 

1.1.2 Chemistry of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell 

Under normal operation of a PENIFC, hydrogen is fed to the anode side. 

Hydrogen passes through the flow field and gas diffusion layer to the anode 

catalyst layer that contains active Pt catalyst to split hydrogen into protons and 

electrons. Thereafter protons and electrons are forced onto separate pathways 

to reunite with oxygen on the cathode side: protons move through the PEM to the 

cathode side. The electronically insulating PEM forces electrons to move through 

the external electrical circuit, where they can perform electrical work in 

appliances. Oxygen is supplied through a similar structure of flow field and gas 

diffusion layer to the Cathode Catalyst Layer (CCL). At highly dispersed Pt 



nanoparticles in the CCL, protons, electrons and oxygen meet and react to 

produce water. 

The half cell reactions and the standard equilibrium electrode potential 

(EO ) at the anode and cathode, relative to the reversible hydrogen electrode, are 

as follows 

Anode: H, + 2H' + 2e- E0 = O.OOV (1) 

1 
Cathode: 2H' + 2e- + -0, + H,O 

2 

The overall reaction is the production of water from elementary hydrogen and 

oxygen. 

Under standard conditions at equilibrium, the ideal reversible cell potential 

(Eeq), which is also called electromotive force (EMF), is 1.23V. For conditions 

that deviate from standard conditions, the equilibrium cell potential is determined 

by the Nernst-equation 

where pH2 and po2 are the partial pressures of hydrogen and oxygen, 

respectively. 

At finite current densities, jo > 0 ,  the observed practical cell voltage, E,,,, , 

is usually 0.5-0.7 V at current density of 1 A ern-,. It is much smaller than the 
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EMF, Eeq, due to various types of irreversible voltage losses, which will be 

discussed in Section 1.3.1 (cf. Figure 2). 

The ideal thermodynamic efficiency (E,, ) is defined as the ratio of the 

amount of useful energy that can be converted into work to the total reaction 

enthalpy ( A H  ) evolved by the process. For a fuel cell, operating usually at 

constant pressure and constant temperature, the maximum amount of useful 

energy, which is available for doing work, is given by the Gibbs free energy 

(AG ). Therefore, the thermodynamic efficiency can be written as 

useful energy AG 
&th = =-xlOo% total energy AH 

The reaction shown in Eq.(3) at ambient temperature and standard 

pressures has AG = -237 kJ mol-' and A H  = -286 kJ mol-' , when the produced 

water is in liquid form. This yields a reversible thermodynamic efficiency of 83% 

for the H, - 0, fuel cell. 

The voltage efficiency, E, , accounts for irreversible losses (Section 1.3.1) 

in fuel cell performance due to activated processes and mass transport at finite 

current density. It is defined by 

where E,,,, is the actual cell voltage. 

The total efficiency is E,~,,, = E, XE ,  . When a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell 

operates at 80 "C with a cell voltage of 0.6 V , the corresponding voltage 



efficiency would be E, = 53% and the total efficiency is E,,,,, = 44%. This is 

significantly higher than the efficiency of conventional internal combustion 

engines (< 25%).' 

1.1.3 Types and Applications of Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are classified primarily by the type of electrolyte they use. This 

determines the kind of chemical reactions that take place in the cell, the kind of 

catalysts required, the temperature ranges in which the cell operates, the fuel 

required and other factors. These characteristics, in turn, affect the applications 

for which these cells are most suitable. Table 1 and Table 2 show for the different 

fuel cell types, the reactions, types of electrolytes and catalysts, operation range 

and app~ications.~-~ 

Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFCs) use an aqueous potassium hydroxide 

electrolyte, usually highly concentrated KOH (85%) for high temperature 

operation (around 170-21 0 "C )4 and less concentrated KOH (35-45%) for lower 

temperature operation (60-90 "C ).2 The electrolyte is usually retained in an 

asbestos matrix and non-noble metals (nickel and silver) as well as metal oxides 

can be used as electrocatalysts. However, AFCs are intolerant to carbon dioxide 

(CO, ) and require the use of extremely pure gases. The AFC systems were 

used in the aerospace industry, like on the Apollo missions in 1960s and later on 

in the Space Shuttle program due to their high efficiencies and power densities. 

As mentioned above, PEMFCs use a proton-conducting polymer 

membrane as the electrolyte. Platinum nanoparticles dispersed on a nanoporous 



carbon substrate are typically used as the catalyst for both hydrogen oxidation 

reaction (HOR) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). If the hydrogen supply 

contains minute amount of contaminations (like CO), Pt-Ru alloys are a d ~ p t e d . ~  

PEMFCs typically operate in the range of (50-80) "C .5 The PEMFCs presently 

offer the highest power density (0.3-1.0 W cm-' ) of all the fuel cell types6 ~ h u s ,  

they are a promising energy alternative for transportation applications, but also 

for portable power applications. 

Table 1 Types of fuel cells and reactions in  the anodes and cathodes. AFC: Alkaline Fuel 
Cell, PEMFC: Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell, DMFC: Direct Methanol Fuel Cell, 
PAFC: Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell, MCFC: Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell, SOFC: Solid Oxide 
Fuel Cell. 

Fuel 
Reaction 

Cell Electrolyte 
Anode Cathode 

AFC Aqueous KOH 

PEMFC H' -conducting 
membrane 

DMFC H+ -conducting 
membrane 

PAFC H,PO, in Sic 

matrix 

MCFC molten alkali 
carbonates in 
ceramic matrix 

SOFC solid ceramic 
electrolyte (YSZ) 

CH,OH + H,O 3/20, + 6e- + 6H' + 3H20 

+ 6H' + CO, + 6e- 

Hz + C0:- 112 0, + 2e- + CO, + ~0:- 

+ CO, + H,O + 2e- 

The Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) is a variant of PEM-based fuel 

cells. In the DMFC, where the operating temperature is similar to that of the 

PEMFC, the liquid methanol fuel is fed directly to the fuel cell. The conventional 



and highest activity catalysts are still platinum-based nanoparticles. The 

operation temperature is between 80 and 110 "C .2 Electrocatalysts with high 

activity for methanol oxidation are essential to improve performance of DMFCs. 

This motivates enormous efforts in research for catalysts that are suitable for the 

anodic oxidation of me.thanol.'-" DMFCs are developed as potential power 

sources for transportation and consumer electronics applications. 

Table 2 Characteristics o f  different fuel cells and their applications. 

Fuel 
Cell FuellOxidant Catalyst Temperature, OC Efficiency Applications 

AFC pure Hz /pure 0, non-precious 60-90•‹C 50-60% 
metal 

pure Hz /pure 0, 1 70-2 1 0•‹C 

PEMFC Hz / 0, , air noble metal 50-80•‹C 35-50% 
(platinum) 

DNlFC methanol1 0, , air platinum-based 80-1 10•‹C 20-40% 

PAFC natural gas, bio platinum 160-220•‹C 35-50% 
gas, Hz / 0, , air 

MCFC Natural gas, non-precious 600-700•‹C 45-60% 
carbon gas, bio metal 
gas, Hz / 0, , air 

SOFC IVatural gas, non-precious 600-1 000•‹C 50-60% 
carbon gas, bio metal 
gas, Hz 10, , air 

transportation 

transportation, 
portable 

transportation, 
portable 

stationary 
power plants 

stationary 
power plants 

stationary 
power plants, 
transportation 

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFCs) use liquid H,PO, electrolyte, either in 

pure or in highly concentrated form, which is contained in a thin Sic  matrix 

between two graphite electrodes. PAFCs also employ platinum catalysts. Optimal 

PAFC performance is attained at temperatures of (160-220) "C .2 During 



operation, H,PO, must be continually replenished because it gradually 

evaporates to the environment, especially during higher temperature operation. 

Phosphoric acid fuel cells are appropriate for medium to large scale stationary 

power systems with combined generation of heat and power. 

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFCs) employ a molten mixture of alkali 

carbonates (L i ,  Na, K ) as the electrolyte, which are immobilized in a ceramic 

matrix of LiOAIO,. They operate in temperature between 600 and 700 "C .' The 

relatively high operating temperature provides fuel flexibility. They can run on 

various fuels, such as hydrogen, simple hydrocarbons and alcohols. Another 

benefit of high temperature operation is that noble metal catalysts are not 

needed. MCFC units are in the demonstration and pre-commercial stage for 

stationary power generation. 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) employ a solid ceramic electrolyte. The 

most popular SOFC electrolyte material is Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ), which 

is an oxygen ion (oxygen vacancy) conductor. The operating temperature of 

SOFCs is currently between 600 and 1000 "C .6  These fuel cells are in the 

demonstration and pre-commercial stage for stationary power generation. 

1 .I .4 Advantages of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells 

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells have the highest power density of 

all the fuel cell types.6 They also show the best fast-start and on-off cycling 

 feature^.^ ~ u e  to these advantages, PEMFCs are well suited for applications in 

transportation, and in particular, are very promising energy alternative for 



automobile applications.'2 The major automobile manufacturers are almost 

exclusively focusing on this kind of fuel cell. In addition, they demonstrate several 

important advantages over conventional internal combustion engines (ICE). 

Firstly, ,they are environmentally friendly sources. If operated on neat hydrogen, 

no greenhouse gases are produced. Secondly, as mentioned in Section 1.1.2, 

they exhibit unsurpassed thermodynamic efficiencies due to direct conversion 

from chemical energy into electricity without the combustion process. Thirdly, 

they operate silently since there are few moving parts in the system which makes 

the maintenance of fuel cells quite simple. This allows fuel cells to be used in 

residential or build-up areas where the noise pollution is undesirable. Another 

benefit of fuel cells stems from their flexib~lity to adapt to various power 

requirements due to the modular design or implementation of different fuels. This 

scalability makes fuel cells amenable for a wide range of applications. These can 

be adapted to a variety of markets: transportation (automobile, buses, utility 

vehicles, scooters and bicycles), stationary systems (backup or emergency 

power generator), and portable devices (battery replacement in portable 

computers, communication and transmission devices, and power tools). 

1.1.5 Challenges in the Development of PEMFCs 

As mentioned in Section 1 . I  .4, PENlFCs are very promising alternatives 

for bo.th vehicular and portable applications. However, there are several 

challenges to be overcome in making them commercially feasible. First of all, 

PEMFC (with hydrogen as a fuel) does not produce any pollution. However, the 

lack of hydrogen infrastructure (hydrogen production, storage and distribution) is 



the biggest obstacle for the introduction of the fuel cell vehicles.= Currently, unlike 

the well-established system of gasoline refuelling stations, there are only a few 

hydrogen refuelling stations built, most of which are in the United States of 

America, Canada, Germany and Japan. The high cost of fuel cells is another 

barrier in the fuel cell commercialization. Fuel cells are much more expensive 

than the internal combustion engines. The precious metal, platinum and platinum 

alloys, and the ionomer membrane are two major cost contributing  component^.^ 

In addition, water and heat managementT3 is a vital issue for optimal polymer 

electrolyte fuel cell design and operation. Water and heat are generated from the 

electrochemical reaction. Water should be moved out of the fuel cell since liquid 

water will block ,the pathway of oxygen transport, in the extreme case, leading to 

dramatic fuel cell performance reduction and even fuel cell failure. On the other 

hand, sufficient water should be kept in the PEM to maintain high proton 

conductivity to transport protons from anode through the membrane to cathode 

side. Water is dragged through the PEM and Cathode Catalyst Layer (CCL) 

accompanying the movement of proton. This phenomenon is called electro- 

osmotic drag.14-l6 The effect of electro-osmotic drag leads to membrane drying at 

the anode side at high current densities.'4s17 The ionic resistance of the 

membrane increases sharply at low water content in the membrane, which also 

results in the fuel cell performance detriment. Heat released from the 

electrochemical reaction increases the local temperature in the fuel cell. Uneven 

temperature distribution in the fuel cell accelerates material degradation and 

eventually leads to fuel cell f a i ~ u r e . ' ~ " ~  Finally, fuel cell lifetime and durability for 



automotive applications should be in the order of 3000 to 5000 hours5 At 

present, achieved operating times are a few 100s hours. 

To make PEMFCs a commercial success, research focuses on the 

following issues: (1) develop novel material (new proton-conductive membrane 

and new catalyst systems) with high performance and stabilities in order to 

reduce the capital cost and increase the durability; (2) investigate extensively on 

water balance issues as discussed in Section 1.3.3 to improve operational 

flexibility and design of fuel cells; (3) conduct fuel cell structure and operation 

optimization to achieve highest performance levels in terms of power and energy 

densities; and (4) explore transport phenomena occurring in the fuel cell to obtain 

complete and fundamental understanding for the primary processes underlying 

stability and performance. This thesis addresses the above points of (2)-(4) in 

terms of highlighting the vital role of the CCL. 

I .2 PEM Fuel Cell Components 

Figure 1 shows the typical major components of a planar PEMFC: Flow 

Fields (FFs) or Bipolar Plate (BPP) for fuel and oxidant gas supply and uniform 

distributions, anodic electrode for fuel oxidation, cathodic electrode for oxidant 

reduction, and PEM as a separator and proton conductor. Anode and cathode 

each consists of two functional layers: Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) that generate 

even distributions of reactants and electronic currents, and active Catalyst Layer 

(CL), in which either HOR or ORR take place. 



The sandwich structure of electrodes and PEM is called membrane 

electrode assembly (MEA), which is the core of PEMFCs. It is in the MEAs that 

the conversion of reactants generates electrical power. Additional components 

like flow field plates (bipolar or endplates) complete the single cell or the stack. 

To obtain a desirable power source additional auxiliary components, such as 

external humidification system and cooling system are necessary. 

1.2.1 Gas Diffusion Layers 

Gas diffusion layers are porous media that allow the reactant gases to 

diffuse to the catalyst layers. They should, moreover, facilitate the removal of 

water from the cathode catalyst layer. Gas diffusion layers are also used to 

collect electrical current produced and they serve to conduct heat generated in 

the fuel cell. They electrically connect the catalyst layers to the bipolar plates. 

The required properties of GDLs include: (1) typically having porosity of (70- 

80)Yb5 to allow flow of both reactant gases and product water; (2) good 

conductive properties in both electricity and heat; (3) hydrophobic treatment to 

facilitate the water removal and to prevent the water flooding of the electrode, in 

particular, the cathode; and (4) mechanical and chemical robustness to support 

the NlEA structure. The thickness range of GDL is 100-400 pm.20 

To meet these requirements, carbon fiber based materials such as fiber 

papers and woven carbon fabrics or cloths are chosen to fabricate GDLs. Gas 

diffusion media are generally made hydrophobic to enhance water transfer in the 

cell. Typically, both anode and cathode GDLs are PTFE-treated. Diffusion media 

are soaked in a solution of PTFE, then dried and sintered. To improve the 
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electrical conductivity, carbon powders usually are added into PTFE solutions. 

PTFE in the gas diffusion layers has two functions: binding the high surface area 

carbon particles into a cohesive layer and imparting some hydrophobic property 

to the layer. The presence of PTFE is essential for structural integrity and water 

removal from the porous regions in the cell. Water accumulation in the GDL 

occupies the void space in it, which are the pathways for gaseous reactants. This 

is a detriment to the effective reactant transport to the catalytic sites. In the 

extreme case, the flooded GDL will completely block reactant transport resulting 

in fuel cell failure. A wide range of PTFE contents has been used in the diffusion 

21,22 media structure (may vary from 15% to over 40% by weight). The optimal 

amount also depends on many other factors, such as fabrication techniques and 

operating conditions 

I .2.2 Polynier Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) 

The Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) is a key component of the PEM 

fuel cell. It separates the anode and cathode in order to force electrons to travel 

via the external circuit to provide useful electrical power. The PEM also serves as 

a proton transport medium to transfer hydrated protons from the anode to the 

cathode catalyst layers where they combine with oxygen and electrons to form 

water. Meanwhile, the water in the PEM will move to the cathode side via electro- 

14-16 osmotic drag, which usually leads to the membrane drying at the anode 

14,17 side. In addition, when water pressure is built up across the membrane, the 

back-transport of water from cathode side to anode side will contribute to the 

stationary balance of the water fluxes. Therefore, ,the membrane material must 



satisfy the following functional requirements: (1) high proton conductivity to 

support high current but zero electronic conductivity; (2) impermeable to gases, 

to avoid mixing of the reactant gases; (3) adequate chemical, mechanical 

strength and stability; and (4) capability of facilitating water balance in the fuel 

c ~ I I s . ~ ~ - ~ ~  

The most widely used membrane materials are perfluorinated sulfonic acid 

ionomers like DuPont's ~a f ion@ and Asahi Glass's ~ l e m i o n ~ ,  due to a good 

combination of proton conductivity and thermal and mechanical s tab i~ i t y .~~  In 

addition, non-fluorinated membranes with hydrocarbon backbones like P B I ~ ~  and 

S P E E K ~ ~ , ~ ~  membranes have attracted much attention world wide. 

Vital areas in polymer electrolyte research focus on proton transport 

29-31 phenomena inside the membrane, structural characterization and structural 

36-38 and modification of membrane by doping with submicron particles 

and fabrication of nanostructured composite materials. 

1.2.3 Bipolar Plates 

In fuel cell design, the bipolar plates are essential for fuel cell stacks by 

electrically connecting the anode of one unit cell to the cathode of the adjacent 

unit cell. They should provide the following functions39v40: (I) gas-tight separation 

of neighbouring cells in stack; (2) even distribution of fuel and oxidant within the 

cell; (3) efficient water removal from the cell; (4) stable separation of unit cells in 

the stack; (5) good heat conduction to facilitate heat management: (6)  good 

electronic conduction to collect and carry current away from the cell easily; (7) 



high resistance to chemical and electrochemical corrosion under a corrosive 

environment with low pH and high concer~tration of oxidizing agents (0,). The 

last aspect limits the candidate materials that can be used for manufacturing 

bipolar plates.3g 

Generally, nonporous graphitic carbon is the most commonly used 

material because of its high chemical and electrochemical stability and its high 

electrical c o n d u ~ t i v i t ~ . ~  However, the cost of both raw materials and the 

manufacturing of flow field grooves is prohibitive for its application in PEMFC.~' 

Therefore, recently carbon-based composite (carbon-carbon and carbon- 

polymer composites) and metals (aluminum, stainless steel, titanium and nickel) 

have emerged as the alternative materials. 41-43 Generally, such metals are 

coated with a corrosion-resistant layer (e.g., transition metal nitrides by 

nitridation) to survive under PEM fuel cell operation  condition^.^^ Current 

investigations of bipolar plates focus on novel materials and the corrosion 

behavior under low-temperature PEMFC conditions. 

1.2.4 Catalyst Layers 

Carbon-supported platinum is typically used as the catalyst for both 

hydrogen oxidation reaction at the anode and oxygen reduction reaction at the 

cathode. The porosity of catalyst layer, E,, , is in the range of 25-50%. The 

thickness of catalyst layer, LC, , is in the range of 5-25 pm . The required 

properties of catalyst layers follow from its functions: (1) optimal porous structure 

to obtain a high internal surface area for the reaction; (2) good ionic, electrical 



and thermal conductivity; (3) electrochemical and chemical stabilities in the 

environment of a strongly acidic membrane electrolyte and favorable oxidation 

conditions due to the presence of oxygen. It is noted that the challenges for the 

performance of catalyst layers in PEMFCs arise mainly on the cathode side due 

to the sluggish kinetics of ORR in the acid media at the low temperature 

operation (around 80 "C ).45 

Platinum remains the most effective and the best possible catalyst for both 

the HOR and ORR in P E M F C S . ~ ~  Normally, the catalyst layer consists of a 

mixture of carbon-supported platinum nanoparticles and a volume fraction of 

electrolyte phase (such as ~ a f i o n ~ ) .  The added electrolyte phase increases the 

three-phase boundary regions for the ORR, enhances the proton transport and 

also serves as a binder to form a robust structure. 

The catalyst layer could be attached either to the GDL or to the membrane. 

There are several methods developed for either fabrication technique, and the 

details can be found in Mehta and Cooper's At the early development of 

the PEM fuel cells, the PTFE-bound platinum (Pt)  black e l e c t r ~ c a t a l ~ s t s ~ ~  with 

excellent long-term performance were used. However, these catalyst layers 

generally needed a high platinum loading of 4 mg ~ m - ~ .  Much research 22,49-54 

has been conducted to reduce platinum loading to below 0.4 mg ~ m - ~ .  Recently, 

platinum loading as low as 0.014 mg has been reported using sputtering 

methods. 55.56 



In the field of electrocatalysis, binary and ternary alloy catalysts have 

attracted much attention in order to deal with the requirement of increased 

activity of catalyst without diminishing performance, and to counter the CO- 

tolerance problem associated with anode catalysts. These alloy catalysts are 

typically, but not always, platinum-based and supported on carbon. One of the 

most significant achievements has been reported by Dr. Stamenkovic and Dr. 

Markovic at Argonne National Laboratory in ~ l l i n o i s . ~ ~  The binary catalyst, Pt,Ni , 

increased the catalytic activity of a platinum surface with a factor of 90times over 

conventional cathode catalysts used in fuel cells today. 

1.3 Diagnostics of Fuel Cell Performances 

1 .XI  Polarization (Current-Voltage) Curve 

Once current is drawn from the fuel cell, the cell voltage decreases 

because of irreversible losses, which are called cell polarizations or 

overpotentials. Generally three types of polarization losses can be identified: the 

activation polarization (qaCt) ,  the concentration polarization (%,,,) and the ohmic 

polarization (q,hm ). These losses result in a practical cell voltage (E,,,,) that is 

less than its ideal reversible cell potential, Ee9 (E,,,, = Eeq - qacl - ~,,,, - rkh, ). 

Activation polarization, Q,~ , is determined by the energy barrier for an 

electrochemical reaction that has to be overcome prior to current generation. It 

depends on the electrode material and processes involved. For the sluggish 

ORR, this contribution plays an important role in determining the overall cell 



voltage. It is customary to express the voltage loss due to activation polarization 

by the Tafel equation58 as shown in Equation (7): 

RT j 77 =- 
act InT anF 1 

where R , F , T are the universal gas constant, Faraday constant and operation 

temperature, respectively. a is electron transfer coefficient of the reaction at the 

electrode and n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction. j and j0 

are the current density generated and the exchange current density of the 

corresponding reaction. This equation shows that vacr increases as current 

increases for certain reaction. In addition, for smaller j O ,  larger r7,,, is needed to 

provide the same working current density. 

As the reactant is consumed at the electrode, a concentration gradient 

due to slow transport of reactants to the electrochemical reaction site is built up 

in the electrode. This results in so-called concentration polarization. It often 

arises at high reaction rates (high current densities), when the reactants are 

consumed rapidly and slow transport processes are involved. If the activation 

polarization is assumed to be negligible, then the concentration polarization, q,,, , 

is given by the equation (8) 

Here jd  is the diffusion limiting current that corresponds to the maximum 

reaction rate at which the concentration of reactant at the reaction sites 



(electrode surface) is equal to zero. At this point, all reactant species arrived at 

the catalytic surface are consumed immediately. 

Ohmic polarization is from both the resistance due to the migration of ions 

within the ion conducting electrolyte and the resistance due to the flow of 

electrons in the electrode materials. Both the electrolyte and the electrode obey 

Ohm's law, therefore the ohrr~ic loss, rl,,,, , can be expressed by the equation (9). 

where R,,,,, is the total cell resistance, which contains electronic, ionic and 

contact resistances. Reducing the electrode thickness and enhancing the ionic 

conductivity of the electrolyte can reduce the ohmic losses. 

It should be pointed out that these three polarizations estimated 

separately are based on the simplified processes. They provide some guidelines 

to reduce these polarizations and to draw more energy from the electrochemical 

reaction. The electrochemical reaction, reactant and product transport, and even 

the electrode materials and structure are always coupled in a very complex 

fashion. Identifying the contribution of individual polarization is a challenging task. 

The plotting of overall cell voltage as a function of current densities is 

called polarization (current-voltage) curve, which includes all these coupled 

processes. It is a typical and widely used and accepted evaluation criterion for 

global performance of electrodes and fuel cells. Figure 2 shows a typical current- 

voltage curve of PEMFC, E,,,, ( j , )  . The three different polarization losses with 

characteristic features are also indicated. 



Figure 2 Typical current-voltage curve of a PEM fuel cell. 
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The activation polarization is dominant at low current density and gives an 

exponential drop in the curve due to the sluggish kinetics of the ORR. Ohmic 

polarization varies linearly with current densities, increasing over the whole range 

of current densities because cell resistance remains almost constant. 

Concentration polarization (mass transport loss) occurs over the entire range of 

current densities, but this loss becomes predominant at high current densities at 

which reactant transport becomes difficult to provide sufficient reactants to 

maintain the electrochemical reaction. This transport limitation is reflected in 

rapid decline of the potential close to the limiting current density. Polarization 

curves are intuitive and convenient tools to compare the fuel cell electrochemical 

performance in view of different operation conditions, various fabrication 

technologies for electrodes and cells, and diverse materials5 



The overall goal is to minimize the voltage losses and thus to maximize 

the voltage efficiency by the development of materials (catalyst, electrode 

structure and membrane with enhanced proton conductivity) and the optimization 

of operation conditions (operation pressure, operation temperature, gas 

composition and water management). 

1.3.2 Catalyst Utilization 

As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, the best-suited catalysts for ORR are still 

platinum and platinum-based alloys. Unfortunately, the expensive platinum (Pt) 

becomes one of the commercialization obstacles for the fuel cell. Platinum is a 

very limited resource and highly demanded in industry. Numerous efforts have 

been undertaken during the last two decades to fabricate high performance 

electrodes with as low as possible Pt loading. To reduce the need of Pt in 

PEMFCs, two approaches have been used: one is to develop a Pt based alloy 

and even non-precious metal catalysts with higher catalyst activity; the other is 

structural optimization of catalyst layers by novel fabrication procedures in order 

to increase the catalyst utilization. For instance, a major advance has been the 

technique of impregnating ionomer into the catalyst layer, described by 

Gottesfeld and ~ a w o d z i n s k i . ~ ~  This enabled reduction of platinum loading in the 

catalyst layer to by about a factor 10 to less than 0.4 mg cm-* at no loss in 

performance. 

ORR in the CCL takes place at the so-called triple-phase boundary where 

interpenetrating phases of ionomer, solid PtIC and pore space meet and provide 



simultaneous accessibility of the catalyst surface to protons, electrons and 

oxygen via their corresponding percolating pathways. The most effective 

measure to increase significantly the triple-phase interfaces of the catalyst layers 

has been achieved by using dispersed small platinum nanoparticles and proper 

electrolyte impregnation. However, due to the highly random composite structure 

of catalyst layers and complex fabrication of MEAs, a large portion of catalyst is 

inactive for the electrochemical reaction and the catalyst utilization actually is 

relatively low, only about ( l 0 -20 )%.~~  In this sense, the key to improve the PEM 

fuel cell performance is not in increasing the amount of Pt loading, but rather in 

maximizing the catalyst utilization for the state-of-the-art catalyst layers. 

1.3.3 Water Management 

At the engineering level, water management in PEM fuel cells is one of the 

major obstacles in view of performance improvements. Water is produced not in 

vapor form, but as liquid in the cathode catalyst layers of PEM fuel cells.45 Water 

also exists in other components (e.g., PEM and GDLs), in either liquid or vapor or 

both.17r60 Water is imperative in the fuel cell operation. High water content in PEM 

is necessary to maintain good proton transport in the membrane. Coupled with 

the proton transport, water moves through the PEM toward to the cathode via 

electro-osmotic drag. At high current densities, this effect may result in drying the 

14,17 membrane at the anode side. The resulting high local resistance could 

markedly affect the overall performance.'7 To overcome this problem, hydrogen 

is generally humidified before supplying it to the anode. On the other hand, 

extensive accumulation of water on the cathode side not only enhances the 



burden of water removal out of the cathode but also increases the blocking effect 

of liquid water for the gas transport. In a limiting case, this will cause the 

excessive flooding, which is believed to cause the sharp-drop in the polarization 

curve at high current densities, cf. Figure 2. In a word, both too little and too 

much water have to be avoided in the fuel cell operation. Appropriate water 

balance is essential for obtaining the maximum performance of the fuel cell 

system. 61,62 

Generally, small current density, large reactant flow stoichiometry, low 

humidity, high temperature, or low pressure will result in a water deficit. High 

current density, small reactant flow stoichiometry, high humidity, low temperature, 

or high pressure will lead to a water surplus. Maintaining a good water balance in 

the cell not only requires optimal operation conditions (pressure, stoichiometry 

and humidity) in the anode and cathode side, but also needs the high 

performance electrodes with optimal porous structures. Systematically exploring 

the physical processes that occur inside the fuel cell, particularly, in the cathode 

catalyst layer is necessary to determine these optin~al conditions. 

1.4 Literature Review 

The importance of cathode catalyst layers, as the core of PEM fuel cells, 

has been realized in both experiment and r n o d e ~ l i n ~ . ~ ~ ~ " - ~ ~  From the fabrication 

point of view, platinum particle size, fabrication methods, and composition of 

catalyst layer are widely explored for achieving high performance fuel cells with 

low cost and high catalyst utilization. Relevant reviews are given in ~ e f s . [ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ]  . 

On the other hand, water balance, heat management, operation conditions 



optimization and mass transport phenoniena in PEM, 14,68.69 and F F ~ ~ ~ -  

77 are the major focuses in the modelling development. The CCLs are often 

considered very thin layers 14,73-76,78 without structural resolution between the 

PEM and GDL. Structural details are still often neglected in the models due to the 

mathematical difficulties to handle such complex structures and p r o c e s ~ e s . ~ ~  

Such treatment failed to see the profound effects of CCLs like composition and 

complex porous structure of the CCLs on the performance of fuel cells. 

More recently, much attention and efforts60z79-83 have contributed to 

understand and supplement the principles of operation of CCLs. All of these 

efforts are based on the three-phase composite agglomerate structure and can 

be categorized into three aspects: composition optimization, operating condition 

optimization, and the optimal microstructure design for the CCLs. 

The composition optimization is addressed in several models. 64,82-87 - The 

composition-dependent parameters include: the content of electrolyte (PFSI) in 

the C C L ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  platinum loading,86 and PTFE loading.86 

The effects of oxygen partial pre~sure,~ '  the thickness of CCL, 79,86 and the 

operation temperatureB8 have been investigated widely and extensively to 

determine the optimal operation conditions for the different applications. 

As for the microstructure, the effect of porosity,79986 agglomerate size," 

agglomerate porosity,89 hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties,63 microstructure 

of carbon support65 and the solvent compositiong0 on the catalyst layer 

performance have been explored extensively. 



In addition, the key role of water for the operation of PEMFC has been 

recently reviewed in a feature article in Physics ~ o d a ~ . ~ '  Too much or too little 

water in the components of PEMFC gives rise to rather non-uniform distributions 

of reaction rates in the catalyst layers with detrimental impact on voltage 

efficiency and catalyst utilization of the cell. Such effects could be observed in 

current-voltage curves by the occurrence of critical effects and limiting current 

behaviour. 92-94 

In short, the vital role of water distribution and, microstructure of catalyst 

layers for the operation of PENIFC, and the interplay between electrochemical 

reaction, mass transport and porous media aspects have been recognized and 

emphasized in the recent research activities. 

However, there are several points that have not been addressed in these 

efforts: (1) only one structural parameter, i.e., total porosity, is used to describe 

the microstructure of the CCLs, more details on the structure, such as pore size 

distributions should be incorporated in the description of porous structure; (2) the 

results are valid when the liquid water accumulation is not severe, i.e., at low and 

intermediate current densities; a complete understanding of CCL operation has 

to include the situation under high current densities; (3) effective properties of 

mass transport (reactants and products) and electrochemical reaction rate are 

considered independently of the liquid water accumulation in the fuel cell, 

neglecting the interplay of the liquid water accumulation and oxygen transport in 

the CCLs; and (4) the effect of porous media on the conversion of liquid water 



into water vapor have to be considered; these process are very sensitive to the 

microstructure of the CCL.~' 

1.5 Thesis Topic and Structure 

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of the role 

of the cathode catalyst layers for the operation and performance of PEMFCs. 

The model used and further developed here is based on the previously 

established model f rame~ork .~ '  It relates the detailed porous structure to 

effective properties of mass transport, chemical reaction, and vaporization. In the 

second step, all these effective values are incorporated into a homogeneous 

model of catalyst layer operation. Such an approach allows relating spatial 

distributions of liquid water, oxygen partial pressure, oxygen diffusion coefficient, 

reaction rates, etc. to the global performance rated in terms of voltage efficiency, 

catalyst utilization and water balance. 

The model is first solved analytically for the limiting case of infinitely fast 

proton transport in the CCL. The results demonstrate that the CCL plays a vital 

role for liquid-to-vapor conversion and in regulating water fluxes. Then, the 

model including the full coupling between electrochemical reaction, mass 

transport, random composition, liquid water accumulation and vaporization is 

considered. The roles of CCL structure and liquid water accumulation are 

investigated and addressed in terms of the voltage efficiencies, catalyst utilization 

and capabilities for water handling. The result not only provides vital insights into 

fuel cell operation under conditions of partial saturation, especially at high current 



densities, but it moreover provides the guidelines for structure optimization and 

performance diagnostics. 

Chapter 2 introduces the mathematical description of the porous 

composite structure of CCL. This is followed by evaluating the effective 

properties for electrochemical reaction, mass transport (gas diffusion and liquid 

permeation), vaporization and proton conductivity with the aid of the theory of 

random composite media and percolation theory. 

The physical-mathematical model of transport and reaction in CCLs used 

in this thesis is described in Chapter 3. The modeling domain, main processes in 

the CCLs, model methodology, and fundamental assumptions will be introduced. 

The governing equations for the 7 variables involved in CCL operation will be 

derived from the continuity equations (mass conservation) for the involved 

species, i.e., protons, liquid water, water vapor and oxygen. Corresponding 

boundary conditions will be defined. The closure relation that will link the local 

values of these variables in the CCL domain with porous composite structure, 

operating conditions and performance involves the liquid water saturation. The 

liquid water saturation is the key property in the present work. 

Chapter 4 gives the analytical solutions for the extreme case of infinitely 

fast proton transport. The results reveal major principles of CCL operation with 

respect to the following questions: (1) how does the CCL regulate the water 

fluxes in a complete fuel cell? (2) what is the disposition of the layer to critical 

liquid water formation? 



Two critical values for conductivity of electrolyte and oxygen diffusion 

coefficient in the CCLs, namely, a*  and D*  are introduced in Chapter 5. Using 

these values the different operation regimes for the processes under the general 

operation conditions in the CCLs can be distinguished. The factors affecting 

these critical values are also briefly discussed. 

Chapter 6 focuses on the solutions obtained under full coupling between 

electrochemical reaction, mass transport, random composite composition of 

cathode catalyst layer and vaporization. The distinct signatures of liquid water 

accumulation in the CCL and GDL are compared first. The role of the porous 

structure and liquid water saturation in CCLs are demonstrated in terms of 

voltage efficiencies, catalyst utilization and water handling capabilities. The 

effects of parameters related to strl~cture, boundary conditions and global 

operating conditions (total gas pressure and operating temperature) are 

illustrated here. In addition, the stability diagram, which describes the relations 

between current densities and the parameters under consideration in terms of 

the performance, is introduced as an insightful tool for diagnostics, selection of 

optimal operating conditions and optimization of porous structure. The 

importance of oxygen gas diffusivity and wetting angle of pores is discussed in 

the end. 



CHAPTER 2: EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES 
FOR MASS TRANSPORT, CHEMICAL REACTION, 
VAPORIZATION AND PROTON CONDUCTIVITY 

This chapter deals with the assessment of effective properties related to 

gas diffusivities, liquid permeabilities, conversion of liquid water into water vapor, 

electrochemical reaction of oxygen reduction, and proton conductivity. The 

influence of composition, porous structure of CCL, and partial liquid water 

saturation in the CCL are considered. These effective properties are evaluated 

by well-established tools in the statistical theory of random composite media 95-98 

and percolation theory.99 The usefulness of these concepts in catalyst layer 

modeling has been demonstrated previously. 59,79,100-102 For example, optimum 

ionomer contentlo2 and thickness of catalyst layer7' have been systematically 

explored. Results of model calculations were found in good agreement with 

experimental data. Functionally graded layers have been evaluated and 

predicted trends for performance enhancements have been verified in 

experiment. 85,102 

The random composite, porous structure is averaged over Representative 

Elementary Volumes (REVS) with typical sizes in the range of -100 nm ,79 which 

is much larger than the pore and particle sizes (-10 nm) but much smaller than 

the thickness, L (-10 pm ), of the CCL. This averaging out of fine structural 

details forms the basis for the macrohomogeneous approach in catalyst layer 

modeling, which is widely employed. 



2.1 CCL Composition and Porous Structure 

Figure 3 shows the conventional random composite 3-phase structure of 

CCLs. Three interpenetrating phases of carbon-supported platinum, ionomer and 

void space provide the separate transporting networks for electrons, protons, and 

gaseous components (oxygen, vapor) and liquid water, respectively. The 3- 

phase boundaries provide the active sites for the ORR. Here, each phase is 

specified by its volume fraction: solid carbon-supported platinum phase (X,,,), 

ionorner phase ( X,, ) and pore spaces ( X,, = 1 - X,,,, - X,, ). 

Figure 3 Three-phase random composite structure of the CCL. In this complex structure, 
carbon-supported platinum, ionomer phase and pore space are interpenetrating with each 
other and provide the separate transport networks for electrons, protons, reactants and 
products, respectively. Oxygen reduction reaction occurs at the active sites, where three 
phases are accessible simultaneously. 
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(Reproduced with permission from J. Electrochem. Soc., 153, E58 (2006). Copyright 2006, 
The Electrochemical Society) 

Typically primary carbon particles have sizes in the range of -10-30 

nrn . I o3  Platinum nanoparticles (2-3 nm) are highly dispersed on these carbon 



particles. Carbonaceous substrates with varying loading of catalyst can be 

obtained from the manufacturers. Primary particles of the carbonaceous 

substrate, loaded with pt,lo3 aggregate to form large clusters, which are termed 

agglomerates (-100 nm ).79 lonomer is impregnated into the layer in order to 

improve the pathways for proton transport and enhance the 3-phase boundary. 

As explored in Malek et al.'04 the process of microstructure formation depends on 

the type of supported catalyst (carbon, platinum), the type and amount of 

ionomer added, the type of dispersion medium used during "ink" preparation, and 

the fabrication conditions (temperature, pressure). 

It is noted that such an agglomerated structure gives two types of pores: 

primary pores (1-10 nm ) inside the agglomerate between primary C/Pt particles 

and secondary pores (20-1 00 nm ) between the agglomerates. As will be shown 

below, this porous structure plays a very important role in fuel cell operation. 

Typical experimental techniques used to determine porosity and pore size 

distributions of MEA include mercury porosimetry64~853'02~105 and gas adsorption 

isotherms. 64,1059106 However, they have to be used and evaluated with caution. 

For Hg porosimetry, at high pressure, which are required when analyzing small 

pore sizes, the structure may collapse. 107,108 This means it is difficult to obtain the 

true structural information. An advantage of the measurement of gas adsorption 

isotherms is that it is non-destructive. However, relatively large amount of 

2 109 samples are needed (the total sample surface area should be at least 1 m , 

i.e., specific sample surface areaxsample weight 2 I m2). Thus, the sample has 

to be cut in small pieces which are stacked on top of each other. By stacking the 



MEA pieces, an additional pore space is created between them, which will 

certainly be reflected in the measured pore size distributions. In addition, a 

thermodynamic method of standard porosimetry (MSP) llO."' is employed. It is 

rather mature and non-destructive technology. The method can use various 

working liquids (including water) and it has the largest range of probed pore radii 

from 1 nm to 3x l o 5  nm. In this method, the sample of unknown structure is 

sandwiched between two standards of known porous structure. The system is 

relaxed to assumed thermodynamic equilibrium and the amount of the wetting 

liquid is measured in both the sample and the standards. Assuming that in 

equilibrium the capillary pressure is the same in the sample and the standards, 

porous structure information can be extracted from the measured results. 

The present structure-based model employs a bimodal log-normal Pore 

Size Distribution (PSD), defined as 

Here, r!, , rM determine the positions of the two peaks and s,, , sM determine their 

widths. zM controls the relative contributions of primary and secondary pores. 

The distribution in Eq. (10) is normalized to the total porosityx,. It can capture 

the main features of the random phase-segregated, agglomerated CCL 

morphology. Experimental data64~85~10231053106110991122113 have also suggested such 



log-normal pore size distributions in the mesoporous region. PSDs of this type 

are often found experimentally for microporous membranes.ll4 They can be 

easily adapted to experimental data. Typical pore size distributions obtained with 

this parameterization are depicted in Figure 4. They are not fits of experimental 

data - chosen deliberately to demonstrate the effect of PSD. 

Figure 4 Three distinct bimodal pore size distributions of CCL, plotted from Eq.(lO) with 
different volume fractions of primary pores, X,, and secondary pores, X, , at a fixed 

composition of the CCL and fixed total porosity. X,, =O.30, X,, =0.33, X, =O.37, r,=3 nm , 
r, =30 nm , s, =2.0, sM =2.0, Case A: X, = I  .O, X, =0.186, X, =O.l84, Case B: &, =2.0, 

X,=0.124, XM=0.246,CaseC: &=5.0, X,=0.062, XM=0.308. 

primary secondary 
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The volume portions of primary and secondary pores are X, and X, , 

respectively 

Here r,,, (ri, < r,,, < r,) is a cut-off radius that divides the primary and secondary 

pore regions. 



2.2 Liquid Water Saturation (s,) 

The liquid water saturation S, is obtained by integrating over the pore size 

distribution function (Eq.(lO)) 

1 ~dX,(r') sr =-I r  I 
X~ dr '  ' 

where r c  is the capillary radius of pores in which liquidlgas equilibrium exists. It 

is the maximum radius of pores that are filled with liquid water in a hydrophilic 

system, i.e., pores of r ' 5  rc are filled with liquid water and pores of r '  > r c  are 

gas-filled. 

At 0 < S, < Xi,/Xp , water exists only in the primary pores and for 

X,/X, <S, <I, water exists in the both primary and secondary pores. The 

relation between liquid saturation and operation conditions is specified in Eq.(23) 

via Eq.(12). 

2.3 Gas Diffusivity (  DO^'^' (s,) ) 

The gas mixture supplied to the cathode usually contains oxygen, water 

vapor, and inert components (Nitrogen). Diffusion of gases in liquid water is 

significantly smaller than diffusion in the gas phase. Macroscopic transport of 

reactant gas relies predominately on gas-filled pores. The gas diffusion through 

liquid water-filled pores or ionomer is taken into account by constant residual 

diffusivities D::,' of oxygen, vapour and inert gaseous components (shown in 

Figure 5(a)) which corresponds to the remaining gas diffusivity above the critical 



liquid saturation Scr" =I-Xc/Xp , where Xc is the percolation threshold of 

difFusion in the random network of secondary pores." Due to the pore size in the 

CCL (<35nm ),4516091159116 Knudsen-type diffusion, in which molecules collide more 

frequently with the pore walls than with other molecules, prevails. Furthermore, 

primary pores are filled first with liquid water. Thus, the gaseous diffusivity (o for 

oxygen, v for water vapor and r for residual gas) is given by 

with 

similar to expressions for percolation in the open pore space of a partially 

saturated porous medium, which are suggested in the work of ~ u n t " ~  and 

~ o l d r u p . " ~  Here O ( x )  is the Heaviside step function that accounts for the 

contribution of different operational domains, i.e., different levels of liquid water 

X P  saturation, S, , in the CCL. In curly bracket, the first term corresponds to S, 2 - 
XP 

X 
and the secondary term to 2 I Sr 5 SC'" . The prefactors D,O.",' are calculated 

XP 

from kinetic gas theory, assuming that Knudsen diffusion is the key mechanism 

of gas transport. ro is a critical pore radius (bottleneck pores, which controls the 



maximum gas flow and can be found from critical path ana~ysis"~) and MO,"" are 

the molar mass of the diffusive gases. R is the universal gas constant and T is 

the operating temperature. 

2.4 Liquid Permeability ( K ' ( s , ) )  

Liquid permeability is related to porous structure and liquid water 

saturation by the following expression 

The liquid permeability k1(S,)  in the CCL consists of three different 

contributions: transport in water-filled pores in the electrolyte phase (first term, 

radius re, and corresponding water volume fraction E,, ), transport in water-filled 

primary pores (second term, radius r!,) and transport in water-filled secondary 

pores (last term, radius r, ). S is a constrictivity factor and z is a tortuousity 

factor.lZ0 Contribu,tions of water in the ionomer and in primary pores are vital for 

keeping a sufficient liquid water flux in a partially saturated CCL. The same 

percolation threshold as in Eq. (13) is adopted. 



2.5 Exchange Current Density of Oxygen Reduction ( jO (s , ) )  

The exchange current density jO(S, )  is determined by composition, 

thickness (L)  and liquid water saturation. The following expression is established 

based on the statistical geometry of random composite media. 59,79 

Here i0 is the generic exchange current density of ORR on a planar platinum 

surface, AaPP and Amax are the apparent electrode surface area and the 

maximum real surface area of Pt that corresponds to the densest packing of 

Pt/C (no pores and no electrolyte phase). The terms f (Xp t c ,  X,,) and g(S,)  

account for the reduced utilization of the Pt surface area due to the random 

composite structure and partial liquid water saturation, respectively. On the 

macroscopic scale (thickness of CCL, -10 pm ), only sites with simultaneous 

access to Pt/C, ionomer and pore space are uti~ized.~' 

M is a constant related to the structure. The density of the percolating 

cluster P ( X )  is defined as in ~ e f s .  [5907911009'0'3121 l 1  



where a =53.7, b =3.2, and M =4. a and b are fitting parameters. The parameter 

xe, in Eq. (17) accounts for the fraction of the non-optimal reaction sites in the 

random composite porous structure. 

At the mesoscopic scale (size of single agglomerate, -100 nm ), the 

reaction expands from the true 3-phase boundary toward catalyst sites inside 

agglomerates. Electrostatic effects determine the distribution of protons and 

reaction rates in the agglomerates.12* Statistically, the catalyst utilization depends 

on the volume portion of water-filled pores. The accessibility of catalyst surface 

sites to protons is critical and it is determined by the wetting of the pore space, 

c dX,(r ' )  I 
dsr) =rd dr' -dr '  r '  

where r is a normalization factor that ensures g(S,) + 1 ,  i.e., in the limit of 

complete wetting (S, + 1). 

The overall catalyst utilization at the macroscopic scale can be expressed 

nterfacial Area Ratio (EN (SJ ) 

The liquidlvapor interfacial area ratio is a key parameter that determines 

the rate of vaporization. However, this effective property is the most difficult 

parameter to be determined in experiment.'lg It depends on thickness, total 

porosity, pore radii, pore space connectivity (which is characterized by a 

coordination number which represents the number of independent paths through 

3 8 



which pores are connected to each other) and liquid water saturation. Only 

menisci separating liquid and gas phases in pore contribute to the interfacial 

area. The dependence on pore size distribution is expressed in the form 

The function h(r ' ,  rc) takes into account the possibility that capillary equilibrium 

shifts gradually from smaller pores to larger pores with increasing liquid water 

saturation. Capillary radius, rc , is calculated by Laplace equation. 

I' is a factor of order depending on the pore geometry and wetting 

properties. 

2.7 Proton Conductivity (q,) 

It is assumed that the water content and, thus, effective proton 

conductivity in the CCL are not significantly influenced by the variation of liquid 

water saturation in the pore space. This work is concerned with excessive 

amounts of liquid water and flooding of gaseous supply channels due to a net 

electro-osmotic flux through PEM and the production of water in the cathode 

side. Therefore, the electrolyte phase in this layer is assumed to be uniformly 

wetted at its maximum water uptake. The corresponding effective proton 

conductivity is considered as a constant. 



The electrolyte phase is the proton transport medium and also used as a 

binder to form PtIC-electrolyte-pore agglomerates with triple boundary of ORR. 

The amount of electrolyte phase in the CCL is, important26 for .the electrode 

performance, Pt utilization, and MEA durability.'23 The measurement of effective 

proton conductivity has been conducted in the composite layer of 75% silica and 

25% recast ~a f i on@.~ '  When humidified by water vapor at 80•‹C, the value is 

about 0.01 S cm-'. The effective proton conductivity (o,, ) in the CCLs is based 

on the percolation-type relation with the electrolyte volume fraction (Xe,).59 This 

approximation reads 

ere 0, is the conductivity of the bulk electrolyte, X,, is the volume fractio 

the electrolyte in the composite structure, and X, is the percolation threshold. 

2.8 Porous Structure vs. Effective Properties 

Effective properties of mass transport, chemical reaction and vaporization 

are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the partial liquid saturation in the CCL for 

the different porous structure in Figure 3. The three distinct porous structures, 

have the same total porosity ( X,) but different relative volume fraction between 

primary ( X!, ) and secondary pores ( X, ). 

Figure 5 (a) shows the effective oxygen diffusivity, Do (S,) , as a function 

of pore size distribution and partial liquid water saturation. At low saturation, 



0 < S, < X,/Xp , the larger fraction ( X, ) of secondary pores gives the larger gas 

diffusivity Do (S,) . Gas diffusivity drops sharply at higher saturation S, > X,/Xp 

due to the filling of secondary pores with liquid water. Finally, at S, = Sc"' gas 

diffusivities reach residual value D:, , essentially corresponding to completely 

flooded conditions. 

Figure 5 Effective properties as a function of liquid water saturation for the three different 
pore size distributions in Figure 4. (a): oxygen diffusivity, (b): liquid permeability, (c): 
catalyst utilization, (d): liquidlvapor interfacial area ratio. When liquid water saturation S, 

reaches the critical value of Scri' , the oxygen transport becomes strongly restricted with 
the residual diffusivity D,", ,. 



For the liquid permeabilities, K1(Sr) ,  as illustrated in Figure 5 (b), K'(S,) 

increases slightly with low Sr and then increases rapidly above the percolation 

threshold in liquid water permeation percolation. CCLs with larger portion of 

primary pores X, only facilitates the liquid water flux at higher S, . It is clearly 

seen that the contributions of permeation from ionomer and primary pores in the 

CCL are essential for sustaining the sufficient residual water flux through the 

layer. 

Catalyst utilization for the ORR is illustrated in Figure 5 (c). Increased 

liquid water accumulation enhances the catalytically active surface area more 

significantly for S, 5 X,/X, than for S, > Xp/Xp due to the dominant 

contribution of primary pores to the wetted fraction of Pt. A larger fraction of 

primary pores is beneficial for ORR. 

LiquidlVapor interfacial area ratio, 6'" (Sr) ,  important factor to determine 

the vaporization rate, as shown in Figure 5 (d) has two maxima which correspond 

to the involvement of the primary and secondary pores, respectively. Larger 

portion of primary pores (X,) provides a larger interfacial area, thus, leading to 

higher vaporization rate. 

Under same liquid water saturation, Sr , porous structures with larger X, 

enhance diffusivities, DOsv, and liquid permeabilities, K1 .  Meanwhile, larger X, is 

beneficial in view of high exchange current densities, j0 , and liquid-to-vapor 



interfacial area ratios, 6'" . It is clear that porous structure and partial liquid 

saturation have strong impacts on the mass transport, electrochemical reaction 

and vaporization of liquid water. 

In the next chapter, a macrohomogeneous model is introduced to acquire 

the full understanding of the role of porous structure and partial liquid water 

accumulation on the performance of CCL by incorporating these effective 

properties. 



CHAPTER 3: PHYSICAL-MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

This chapter describes the model framework, including the CCL operation 

conditions, the mathematical formulation for the major processes based on mass 

conservation, fundamental assumptions and strategy to approach the solution. 

3.1 Model Domain and Main Processes in the CCL 

Figure 3 depicts the three-phase random composite structure of the CCL 

and Figure 6 illustrates the main processes involved. Here, a I - D  model of water 

balance, mass transport and reaction is considered in through-plane direction 

under isothermal conditions. The origin of the coordinate z is located at the 

PEMlCCL interface. 

The various processes that occur simultaneously in the operating CCL are 

coupled in a complicated fashion. These processes include water generation by 

ORR, liquid water permeation, gas diffusion and conversion of liquid water into 

water vapor. Liquid water delivered at PEMlCCL boundary is denoted by j , .  It is 

the result of electro-osmotic drag of water (with electro-osmotic coefficient, n,,, ) 

and back transport of water from cathode to anode side due to hydraulic 

permeation in the PEM. The parameter j, is the proton flux or the current density 

passing through the fuel cell. Oxygen comes from the GDL, diffuses through the 

CCL and reacts with protons and electrons to form liquid water.45 At the interface 

of CCLJGDL, water leaves in gaseous and liquid phases. The factor y is the 



portion of liquid water flux relative to the total water flux leaving over the 

CCLlGDL interface. 

Figure 6 Main processes involved in the CCL and fluxes at the CCL boundaries. Main 
processes include oxygen reduction reaction, liquid water permeation, water 
transformation via vaporization and gas diffusion of oxygen and water vapor. Fluxes of 
protons (j,), oxygen, liquid water (j,) and water vapor are coupled in a complex fashion. 
Water leaves the CCL in liquid and vapor phases at the CCLlGDL interface. y is the 

portion of the conversion of liquid water into vapor. 
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3.2 Local Equilibrium of Liquid Water and Vapor in the Pores 

Catalyst layer operation is considered under stationary conditions. The 

fluxes of protons, water and oxygen, as indicated in Figure 6, are independent of 

time. Macroscopically, the CCL is not in equilibrium. However, it is assumed that 

pore-filling is controlled by local capillary equilibrium in the pores. The capillary 

forces at the liquidlgas interfaces in the pores and the local water content in the 

CCL are, thus, described by the Young-Laplace equation,120 which determines 

the capillary pressure, pc (z) . 



20cos (8) 
P" ( z )  = = pg ( z )  - p' ( z )  = p ( z )  + 

r c  (4 

This equation establishes the relation between 

s(z)+P'  - P ' ( z )  (23) 

capillary pressure, pc ( z ) ,  and 

capillary radius, r c  (z) (as given in Eq.(12)), to local gas pressure, p g ( z ) ,  and 

liquid pressure, p' (z) . The parameter rC (z) determines liquid water saturation, 

S,(z) , see Eq.(12), which affects the effective properties of mass transport, 

electrochemical reaction and vaporization as discussed in Chapter 2. The sum of 

local pressure of oxygen ( p ( z )  ), water vapor ( q ( z )  ) and inert gas ( pr ) 

contributes to the total gas pressure pg ( z )  . 

3.3 Fundamental Assumptions 

Developing the governing equations of CCL operation, based on continuity 

equations for all species, involves several assumptions. CCL operates under 

stationary and isothermal conditions. The ideal gas law is used to convert 

concentrations of gaseous components into partial pressures. Knudsen diffusion 

is considered as the major mechanism of gas transport since pore sizes in the 

CCL are in the relevant range (<35 nm). 45,60,115,116 Convective flux of gases is 

negligible since the transport coefficient of diffusion is much larger than that of 

convection." The transport of dissolved oxygen in the liquid water is considered 

explicitly. D'Arcy's law is employed for the liquid water transport. The conductivity 

of electrolyte in the CCL, o,, , is considered constant, as discussed in Section 



2.7. Due to the high electrical conductivity of both platinum and carbon, electronic 

conductivity is considered to be very high. 

3.4 Governing Equations 

The governing equations describe the processes in the CCL as above. 

They are based on mass conservation of the involved species: proton, liquid 

water, water vapor and oxygen. The variables used to describe the involved 

processes includes: local oxygen partial pressure, p ( z )  , water vapour pressure, 

I q ( z )  , liquid water pressures , p (z) , local electrode potential, ~ ( z ) ,  proton flux 

density, j, (z) , liquid water flux, jl ( z )  and water vapour flux densities , jv  (z) . 

Continuity equations based on mass conservation account for these seven 

variables. The 8'h variable, the liquid water saturation, S, (z) , is obtained from 

the condition of local capillary condition as described in Section 3.2. 

The condition that the electronic conductivity of the carbon phase is much 

larger than that of electrolyte phase is assumed. The variations in local electrical 

potential of the electrolyte phase are equal to variations of overpotential of CCL, 

~ ( z ) .  The ORR is considered as a first-order reaction.lz4 Thus, the continuity 

equation involving proton flux and electrochemical conversion in ORR is 

where Qe"z) is the sink term of liquid water due to the ORR, given as follows. 



Here, j 0  (S,) is calculated from Eq.(16). p"' and p ( z )  are reference and 

real oxygen pressure respectively. a is the apparent electron transfer coefficient 

F 
of ORR, and combined constant f is defined as f = -. 

RT 

The oxygen transport is given in Eq.(26). 

d  n.jo2 ( z )  = 4 f  - [Do dz (sf)?] = -Qec ( z )  

Combining Eq.(26) and Eq.(24) results in 

The relation between oxygen flux jo2 ( z )  and proton current density j, ( z )  in the 

CCL, 4j02 = jo - j, ( z )  is used to obtain Eq.(27). This relation is an expression of 

the conservation of total current j o ,  which is the proton flux at the PEMlCCL 

boundary. 

The equation of water vapor transport is 

d 
0. j v  ( z )  = -f - 

dz 

where q ( z )  is the water vapor partial pressure and 0'' (z) is the source term of 

water vapor due to the net vaporization, determined by 



e is the elementary charge of an electron and K" is an intrinsic rate constant of 

vaporization. An estimate of the rate constant K" from Beverley et al 125,126 . 
IS 

1 . 4 ~  1  018 atm-' cm-2 s" . The parameter q: ( T )  is the saturated vapour pressure 

in pores at the capillary radius that corresponds to S, (z) , given by 

qyS ( T )  = qS.O1 ( T )  exp , gs." (1) = qO exp 

where qs."(T) is the saturated pressure for planar vaporlliquid interface at 

temperature T and o is the surface tension. Molar volume of liquid water, 

wetting angle and molar gas constant are denoted as V,,, , 8 and R . qO = 

1 .I  8x lo6 atm and E, = 0.45 eV are two constants to reproduce experimentally 

determined saturation pressures in the range of 10-1 00 "C , k, is the Boltzmann 

constant. 

14-16 The liquid water balance involves electro-osmotic drag, hydraulic flux 

due to pressure gradient (D'Arcy's law), water generation via ORR and 

vaporization. 

Ve j' ( z )  = nV- j, ( z )  - 
F d  dp l ( z )  1  

( K  (sr IT) = -Qec - QlV (=) (31 ) 
V,,,pl dz 2 

Inserting Eq.(26) and Eq.(28) into Eq.(31) gives 



RT 
where 5, =- and p' is the liquid water viscosity and n,,, is the electro- 

VmP1 

osmotic drag coefficient. 14-16 

The second-order differential Eq.(24) gives the relation between ~ ( z )  and 

j,, (z).  Eq. (27) provides in the relation to p ( z )  . q(z)  and j v  (z) are given in the 

second-order differential Eq.(28). j' (z) and p' (z) are determined by Eq.(31). 

3.5 Two-step Methodology 

The methodology to the solution of the model involves a two-step 

approach as illustrated in Figure 7. In the first step, simple expressions (in 

Chapter 2) from the statistical theory of random composite media95-98 and 

percolation theorygg are used to relate composition, porous architecture, and 

partial liquid saturation, S, , to relevant effective properties, i.e., gas diffusivities 

of oxygen and vapour, Do (S,)and Dv (S,), liquid permeability, K (S,) , exchange 

current density of ORR, jO(S,) , and the liquid-vapour interfacial area ratio, 

rlv (S,), which determines the net vaporization rate. In the second step, these 

effective properties are incorporated into a macrohomogeneous model to obtain 

the solution, i.e., both local variable distributions (of fluxes of protons, oxygen, 

vapor, overpotential, pressure of oxygen, water and vapor and liquid water 



saturation) and global performance (voltage efficiencies, catalyst utilization and 

water balance). 

Figure 7 Two-step model approach strategy. In the first step, it links the composition and 
porous composite structure of the CCL, and liquid water saturation to the effective 
properties of mass transport (Do!' (s,), K1(Sr)), reaction ( j0 (S,) ) and water vaporization 

(Ck(S,) ). In the second step, all these effective values are incorporated into the 

macrohomogeneous model to obtain the local and global performance. 

I Composition: X,,, X ,,,, X, 
Porous Structure: PSD 
Liquid Saturation: S, 

statistical theory of 

I Effective Properties: DOaV(Sr), K1(Sr), jO(Sr), SlV(S,) I 

rnacrohomogeneous 

Local Performance Global Performance 

This system has seven unknowns: ~ ( z )  , p ( z )  . q ( z )  , P' ( z )  , jp ( z )  

jv ( z )  , j' ( z )  . Seven boundary conditions are required to obtain the solutions. 

Under further assumptions, the system could be simplified further. In the 

following chapters, the analytical solutions for the extreme case of excellent 

proton transport and numerical solutions for the more general operation are 

obtained with the corresponding boundary conditions, which are specified in the 

subsequent chapters. 



CHAPTER 4: ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE CASE 
OF EXCELLENT PROTON TRANSPORT 

In the literature, the extreme cases of infinitely fast proton and oxygen 

transport are extensively ~ t u d i e d , ~ ~ - ~ " ' ~ ~  which are convenient starting points in 

developing the models and are also helpful for understanding how the model 

works and for identifying parameters of high significance. This chapter gives the 

analytical solutions for the limiting case of excellent proton transport and these 

solutions reveal major principles of cathode catalyst layer operation. 

4.1 Fundamental Assumptions 

Simplifying assumptions of the model were described in Section 3.3. In 

addition, it is assumed in this section, that protons transport through the CCL with 

an infinitely large rate, i.e., proton conductivity is very large ( o,, = ). The 

electrolyte phase in the CCL is equipotential due to excellent proton conductivity. 

Due to the high electrical conductivity of both platinum and carbon, the electron 

transport is assumed to be rapid enough. The overpotential, therefore, is uniform 

in the whole CCL. 

As a further decisive simplification, the continuous bimodal pore size 

distribution in Eq. (1 0) is replaced by a S -distribution with two peaks: 



These simplifications warrant the full analytical solution, which readily discloses 

major principles of operation and performance in CCLs. With these 

simplificat~ons, the overpotential in the CCL becomes uniform and all effective 

properties (as in Chapter 2 ) are not spatial functions any more and they are 

constants. 

4.2 Three-State Model 

Due to the replacement of the bimodal continuous pore size distribution by 

a bimodal &-distribution, the CCL can exist only in three distinct states ( v  = I ,  2, 

3) of liquid water saturation as shown in Figure 8. In the first state, the porous 

structure of the CCL is completely water-free (S,  = 0 ). This state is the most 

favourable for gas ,transport. The electrochemical reaction and vaporization rate 

are, however, poor. In the intermediate state, micropores are completely filled 

with water and secondary pores are water-free ( S, = X p / X p  ). This state 

represents the best compromise between catalyst utilization, exchange current 

density and oxygenlvapor diffusion. In the completely flooded state (S, = I ) ,  all 

pores are filled with liquid water and the corresponding parts of the CCL would 

be inactive. Obviously, for the best performance, all parts of the CCL should be 

operated in the intermediate regime. In each state, the effective properties are 

constant and independent of spatial position in the CCL (z) .  



4.3 Boundary Conditions 

At the CCLlGDL interface ( z  = L ), the electrode potential is fixed, 

~ J ( Z  = L) = qL . This defines the working point of fuel cell. The oxygen partial 

pressure is p (z  = L) = pL . Proton flux is consumed completely, namely, 

j, ( z  = L )  = 0 , and vapor flux is jv ( z  = L )  = (I - y )  ( j, + j,,/2) . At the PEMlCCL 

interface (z  = 0), the vapor and liquid pressure are respectively jv ( z  = 0 )  = 0 and 

10 p 1 ( z = 0 ) = p  . 

Figure 8 The three wetting states of the CCL operation. "Dry" state (v=l ) ,  corresponds to 
the case in which all pores are filled with gas and free of liquid water. In the intermediate 
state (v=2), only primary pores are filled with liquid water and secondary pores are open 
for the gas transport. Fully flooded state (v=3), refers to the catalyst layer operating under 
fully flooded condition with strongly suppressed oxygen transport. 

"dry" state Primary pores filled fully flooded 

(Reproduced with permission from J. Electrochem. Soc., 153, E58 (2006). Copyright 2006, 
The Electrochemical Society) 

4.4 Solutions for the Three-State Model 

As discussed above, the optimal fuel cell operation is that all parts of the 

CCL are operated in the intermediate state ( v  =2), primary pores are water-filled 

and meanwhile secondary pores still open for gas transport. All coefficients are 



constant throughout the CCL. Due to excellent proton conductivity, the potential 

is q ( z )  = qL . Using boundary conditions mentioned above, an explicit solution for 

the model can be obtained. 

Integration of Eq.(32) gives the liquid water pressure 

The solution for water vapor partial pressure (Eq.(28)) is 

(efFhv jl' h e  parameter, i, , which with vaporization penetration depth i, = - 

has the unit of length, characterizes the competition between vapor diffusion and 

vaporization. Eqs.(24) and (27) have the following solution 

and 



4f~,O LpL afvL 
where 4 =[ j: ) e x p ( - 4  is the reaction penetration depth due to 

oxygen diffusion. For L < ;1, the catalyst utilization becomes homogeneous 

throughout the CCL due to the whole catalyst layer participates in the ORR. 

Inserting Eqs.(35) to (38) into Eq.(34) and using Eq.(23), finally, an 

expression for the capillary pressure (Eq.(39)) was obtained. 

Using Eq.(21) and Eq.(12), the corresponding capillary radius (rc ) and 

liquid water saturation (S, ) distributions are determined. 

This solution was found in the previous work.60 In this work, this solution 

has been utilized to calculate performance data for different operation conditions. 

With this solution, two major performance aspects of CCLs can be rationalized in 

Section 4.5. (1) how does the cathode catalyst layer regulate the water fluxes in 

the complete fuel cell? (2) what is the disposition of the layer to critical liquid 

water formation? 



4.5 Results and Discussion 

4.5.1 Water Fluxes in the CCL 

For ideal fuel cell operation, the liquid water generated in the CCL should 

be completely converted into water vapor and transported out of the cell via GDL 

and FF. In general, a finite water pressure at z = L is required, i.e., q ( z  = L) 2 0, 

in order to guarantee vapor removal through the GDL and FF. Assuming ideal 

water vapor transport in GDL and FF (with transport coefficients much larger than 

D," or q ( z  = L) = O), the following minimum value of y is obtained 

for j, 5 

where jE1, is defined as 

.lv - 2q;fDY 
Jcnt - 5 

This critical current density quantifies the capability of the CCL to convert liquid 

water into vapor. It is related to saturated vapor pressure, q : ,  and vapor diffusion 

coefficient, D," . For j, I jL;/, , complete conversion from liquid to vapor is possible 

in the CCL ( y=O). For j,  > j;, , the minimum liquid water flux through the 

CCLlGDL interface is 



The provided relations can be used to explore the dependence of the 

liquid-to-vapor conversion capability on the porous structure. Figure 9 shows the 

liquid water fraction ymin exiting over the CCLlGDL interface for the three porous 

structures (A) -(C) in Table 3. The parameters for the three porous structures and 

effective properties for the state of v =2 are given in Table 3. In these examples, 

the characteristic current density j$t is calculated assuming j, = 0 , which 

implies excellent water management in the membrane. Other operation and 

boundary conditions used in the calculation are pL = 0.63 atm, pr = 2.37 atm, 

Figure 9 Minimum relative portion of liquid water ymin at CCLlGDL boundary as a function 

of current densities for different pore size distributions. Pore size distributions (A)-(C) are 
calculated by Eq.(33). r,=3nm, and r, =30nm, the parameters of X,, X, , and other 

effective properties are listed in Table 3. 



For the three different structures considered here, the corresponding 

critical current densities j$, are: (A) j$ = 0.32 A cm-', (B) j : ~  = 0.68 A cm-2 and 

(C) jt,, = 1 .I A ~ m ' ~  . For current densities in the range of j, 5 j2t complete 

conversion of liquid water into water vapor is possible, i.e., y =  0 .  For j, > jLit, 

y,,, increases steeply. Increasing the relative portion of secondary pores (X,) 

improves the liquid-to-vapor conversion capability of the CCL, because it 

improves the diffusivity of water vapor. 

Table 3 Parameters for three porous structures and effective properties in the intermediate 
wetting states with primary pores filled corresponding to V =2 in Figure 8. Pore size 
distributions are calculated by Eq.(33). Xp,=0.30, X,, =0.33, Xp=0.37, X,  =0.1, r,=3nm1 

and r, =30 nm . The values of X, and XM are the same as in Figure 4. 

4.5.2 Liquid Water Formation in the CCL 

Now another important performance aspect is considered. Where in the 

CCL does liquid water accumulation arise first and at which current density does 

it cause critical flooding of the porous structure that leads to electrode failure? 

Results are discussed for porous structure B in Table 3 and operation conditions 

are the same as those specified in Section 4.5.1. 



Figure 10 Distribution of capillary radius in the CCL for pore size distribution B at various 
operating current densities. Pore size distribution B is calculated by Eq.(33). r,=3 nm, and 

r, =30nm, the corresponding values of X,, X, , and other effective properties are listed 

in Table 3. 

Figure 10 shows capillary radii rc as a function of the position in the CCL 

for various current densities. At equilibrium ( j, =0), the capillary radius, rc (z) , is 

equal to the equilibrium radius, i.e., rc (z) = re9 ,  with re9 > r,. The equilibrium 

radius, re9, is calculated using Eq.(23) with the given operation condition and 

boundary conditions. For instance, for pore size distribution B, req = 16 nm . 

Therefore, liquid water exists dominantly in primary pores and secondary pores 

are open for gaseous transport at equilibrium. The capillary radius and, thus, the 

liquid water saturation increase with increasing current density due to liquid water 

accclmulation and oxygen consumption inside the CCL. The position 

corresponding to the maximum radius also shifts with the current density. When 

current density is below the critical current density ( j, 5 j:, ), complete 

conversion from liquid to vapor is possible and the largest capillary radius ( r c  ) is 



found at the CCLlGDL boundary. Liquid water flux flows only towards the PEM. 

For j, > jci,, the CCL is not able to convert all the liquid water into vapor. The 

maximum of capillary radius is found in the interior of the CCL. In this case, liquid 

water fluxes exist towards both the PEM and the GDL. The CCL, therefore, acts 

as a watershed in the fuel cell in regulating the water fluxes. The critical current 

density corresponding to full flooding of the CCL is reached, when rc = r, , 

corresponding to liquid water formation in secondary pores. For this example, 

j:r; =I .35A ~ r n ' ~  is obtained. Above this critical current density, the CCL fails to 

work properly due to flooding. 

It should be pointed out that analysis of limiting cases is a convenient and 

powerful tool to capture the model's major characteristics and to have an insight 

into the model from different aspects. However, practical fuel cell operation is far 

away from such extreme cases: neither the case of fast proton transport (s, ) nor 

the case of fast oxygen transport ( D o  ) is adequate. Thus, the evaluation of 

processes in the CCL under real operation conditions will be discussed in the 

next chapter. 



CHAPTER 5: CRITICAL VALUES OF ELECTROLYTE 
CONDUCTIVITY AND OXYGEN DIFFUSION 
COEFFICIENT IN THE CCL 

In this chapter, two critical values for conductivity of electrolyte and 

oxygen diffusion coefficient in the CCLs, namely, o' and D' are introduced. 

Through them the different operation regimes for the processes under the 

general operation conditions in the CCLs can be distinguished. In addition, the 

factors affecting these critical values are also briefly discussed. 

5.1 Model Description and Approach 

The modelling domain is as same as that in previous chapter. Here a 

more general case is considered, i.e., the proton conductivity and oxygen 

diffusion coefficient in the CCL are finite. However, mathematical description of 

such a system is the same as in Sec.tion 3.4. 

Actually, such a system is very complicated as a consequence of complex 

coupling of transport coefficients (Do , " ,  K' , o,, ), electrochemical reaction ( j0  ), 

and liquid water saturation ( S, ). This leads to a set of highly non-linear 

equations. MATLAB is adopted to solve these differential equations numerically. 

Boundary conditions are the same as those specified in Section 4.3. 

Once the effective properties ( Do*" , K' , o,, , j0 ) of mass transport, 

vaporization and reaction are determined, the local distribution of ~ ( z )  , j, ( z )  , 



p ( z )  , q ( z )  , p' ( z )  , jv (z) and j' ( z )  can be obtained. . Based on the analysis of 

these local distributions, the evaluation of processes in the CCLs in terms of the 

transport properties (o,, and Do ) are explored here. 

5.2 Critical Value of Electrolyte Conductivity (a*) of CCL 

For small a,, , oxygen is reduced to produce water in the part of CCL that 

is closer to the PEM due to the accessibility of protons in this region. The 

distribution of electrolyte potential becomes rather non-uniform. For large a,, , on 

the other hand, protons are transported fast through the CCL and the electrolyte 

potential is uniform in the CCL. The critical value of proton conductivity of 

electrolyte in the CCL, a', is the value above which proton transport could be 

considered fast enough to neglect the effect of non-uniform electrolyte potential 

on the distribution of ORR in the CCL. 

The critical value, a', is obtained by plotting the local overpotential versus 

position at different effective conductivities of electrolyte in the CCL as shown in 

Figure 11. The value in percentage shown in the legend is the potential drop 

across the CCL relative to the overpotential value ( qL ) at the CCLlGDL 

boundary. While effective conductivity of the electrolyte, o,, , increases, the local 

potential in the CCL clearly becomes more uniform. The voltage difference 

across the whole CCL is about 1.0% at a,, =0.14 S cm-'. Above this value, 

neglecting the effect of finite conductivity of protons is reasonable. In this case, 



the critical value of effective conductivity o* is taken as 0'=0.14 S cm-', which 

has twice the value of the bulk electrolyte conductivity. 81,128.129 

Figure 11 Local overpotential distributions across the CCL at different effective 
conductivities of the electrolyte phase in the CCL. Calculation is performed for pore size 
distribution B at j, 4 . 0  A ern-'. Percentage number is the potential drop between the CCL 

boundaries, calculated by %=[v(z = 0) - # ] l v L  x 100%. 

The effective electrolyte conductivity of CCLs depends on the composition 

of CCLs and the fabrication process. Considering the amount of added 

electrolyte, the means of integrating electrolyte and the nature of pore network 

(like pore size distribution and tortuosity), the effective proton conductivity will be 

much smaller than this value o'. It is thus necessary to always take into account 

the effect of finite proton transport on the ORR in the CCL. 

5.3 Critical Value of Oxygen Diffusivity (D*) in the CCL 

The larger is the effective diffusivity, the more uniform will be the oxygen 

pressure (or species), and the smaller will be the difference for the chemical rate 



of ORR in the CCLs. When oxygen diffusivity becomes smaller, steeper gradient 

in oxygen concentration builds up across the layer with higher oxygen 

concentration in the area close to CCLlGDL boundary. Higher rates of ORR and 

thus of production of water are expected at the CCLJGDL boundary. Once the 

part of CCL closer to the GDL side starts flooding, the whole CCL will become 

inactive and, therefore, the electrochemical conversion in ORR will cease and 

cause the sharp drop in the performance. 

Figure 12 Oxygen pressure difference ( Ap ) across the CCL at different diffusion 

coefficient (Do  ). Calculation is performed for pore size distribution B at j, =I .0 A cmq . 
The critical value of oxygen diffusivity can be extracted by interpolation as shown. 

The critical value of oxygen diffusion 0' , is extracted by plotting the 

oxygen pressure difference ( Ap ) across the CCLs vs. the reciprocal diffusion 

1 
coefficient ( - )  and then by using interpolation method as shown in Figure 12. 

Do 

From the value of D' , the oxygen transport process can be divided into three 



regimes. When the real oxygen diffusion coefficient Do is much larger than the 

value of D* (Do  > 1 OD' ), the oxygen diffusion can be considered as the limiting 

case of fast transport. At Do < D ' ,  the oxygen transport limitation is severe and it 

has to be included. At the intermediate region of D' <Do < IOD*, the effect of 

oxygen diffusion should not be neglected. 

The effects of oxygen partial pressure at CCLlGDL interface ( p L ) ,  working 

current density ( jo ) and thickness (L)  on the value of D' are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4 Effects of oxygen partial pressure ( pL), working current density ( jo ) and thickness 

of CCL (L  ) on the critical value of oxygen diffusion (D' ). 

The order of the critical value of D' is 10 -~ -10 -~  cm2 s-' . The resl-~lts 

indicate that with higher oxygen partial pressure ( p L ) ,  smaller current density ( jo ) 

passing through the fuel cell and thinner ,thickness of CCL (L ) ,  a smaller critical 

value of oxygen diffusivity D' is obtained. This means the real oxygen transport 

process can be considered to the limiting case of fast oxygen diffusion, in which 

only the effect of proton transport on the ORR must considered. In other words, 

transport limitation of oxygen diffusion can be neglected under such operation 

conditions. 



Few Experimental data for real oxygen diffusion in the CCL are available. 

The magnitude of oxygen diffusion coefficient in porous media cited in the 

literature 71879~80"161130-132 is in quite a broad range of IO"-IO-~ cm2 S-' compared 

with .the value of 10D' (which is about 10"-10-~ cm2 s-' ). IVo adequate 

experimental data showed whether real Do in the CCLs is much larger than (1 o - ~ -  

10'~) cm2 s-'. It should be pointed out that the effect of oxygen transport in the 

CCL should be taken into account under most relevant conditions. 

These two critical values of proton conductivity (a') and oxygen diffusion 

coefficient ( D' ) in the CCL provides the guidelines under what conditions 

transport of proton and oxygen either can be considered as the limiting cases or 

have to be taken into account explicitly. As shown in the next chapter, the effect 

of proton conductivity (o,, ) and oxygen diffusivity ( D o )  are considered in the 

performance evaluation. 



CHAPTER 6: NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AND GENERAL 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CCLS 

This chapter focuses on the solutions for continuous pore size 

distributions and complex coupling of mass transport, reaction and liquid water 

accumulation. It examines .the distinct signatures of current-voltage curves due to 

liquid water accumulation occurring either in inactive media, GDL, or catalyzed 

media, CCL. It was found that the cathode catalyst layer itself does not exhibit 

92-94 the limiting current behaviour. Instead, the current-voltage curves with three 

different operation ranges (ideally wetted state, transition region and fully 

saturated state) are introduced and discussed. The impacts of porous structure 

(pore size distribution and volume fraction of secondary pores), pore morphology 

(wetting angle) and operation conditions (total gas pressure and operating 

temperature) are investigated by stability diagrams, which are extracted from the 

relevant current-voltage curves and are introduced as a practically useful tool for 

assessing effects of parameters on performance. Finally, the importance and 

challenge of gas diffusivity and wetting angle measurement are discussed. 

6.1 The Challenges in Solving the Equations 

The mathematical description of the model is the same as in Section 3.4. 

The model was highly simplified previously by using a &function like pore size 

distribution. Due to this assumption, effective properties become independent of 

spatial position in the CCLs in Chapter 4. However, note that the intricate 



coupling between porous structure, effectjive properties and performance arises 

since the liquid saturation, S, ( z )  , is a spatial variable, dependent on the through- 

plane coordinate z . All relevant effective properties are, therefore, also spatially 

dependent functions, implying a highly non-linear coupling between fluxes and 

local processes. 

The approach uses standard mathema'tical tools, implemented in Matlab. 

The details of the method of solution and the corresponding program code are 

given in the appendices. The coupled equations that link porous structure, liquid 

water formation, mass transport in the CCL and performance are solved self- 

consistently. The full solution allows relating local functions, i.e., liquid saturation, 

potential distribution, pressure distributions, and fluxes to the global performance 

rated in terms of catalyst utilization, voltage efficiency and water balance. These 

are presented in this chapter. 

6.2 Boundary Conditions 

At the PEMlCCL boundary, PEM is assumed to be gas-tight, namely, 

j v  (Z = 0) = J~ , , ,~~ ,  = 0 for water vapour flux and jo2 (Z = 0) = jpO;MICCL = 0 for 

oxygen flux. Controlled values of liquid pressure and liquid flux at the PEMlCCL 

interface are assumed as p'' = p ' ( z  = 0) = p&,, and j l ( z  = 0) = jm , 

respectively. The proton flux at this interface is defined as j, , i.e., j, = j, ( z  = 0) .  

At the CCLlGDL boundary, the condition for the electrode potential, 

'I (z  = L, = %CLIGDL p defines the working point of the CCL. The proton flux is 



completely consumed in the CCL and therefore j, (z  = L )  = jccLIGDL = 0. The 

liquid flux at this interface is j '  ( z  = L )  = ~ ( j ,  + jo 12 )  . Oxygen partial pressure 

pCcLlGD, depends on diffusive gas transport in the GDL. With sufficient accuracy 

this transport can be described by Fick's law,133 giving 

where D&, is the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the GDL and LGDL is the 

thickness of the GDL. The oxygen partial pressure pGDLIFF at the interface 

between GDL and FF is assumed to be controlled externally. 

6.3 Current-Voltage Curves: the Signature of Liquid Water 
Accumulation 

In general, voltage efficiency and power densities of fuel cells can be rated 

on the basis of current-voltage curves, i.e., Ec,,,(jo) relations. In this simplified 

treatment, the fuel cell working voltage, includes irreversible Ohmic losses 

due to proton conduction in the polymer electrolyte membrane and overvoltage 

losses due to mass transport and electrocatalytic activation of the ORR on the 

cathode side, 

where Eeq is the equilibrium potential and R,,, is the Ohmic membrane 

resistance. The term qccL ( j o )  = q ( z  = 0) is the solution of the present CCL 



model. Other parasitic losses, e.g., due to anodic processes or due to starvation 

of reactants in flow fields are neglected. 

Figure 13 Distinct signatures of liquid water accumulation in either CCL or GDL. Solid line 
is for the ideal case of fast diffusive transport of reactants and products. Dashed line is for 
sufficient gas supply in the GDL, D,",, =7.7x10-' cm-2 s-' and dotted line is for the mass 

transport limitationlliquid water accumulation occurring in the GDL, Dl,, =7.7x104 

cm-2 s-' . They have been calculated with the set of reference parameters listed in Table 5. 
1: j, =0.20 A cm-2 , 2: j, =0.31 A cm-2 , 3: j, =0.40 A cm-2 and 4: j, =0.50 A cm-2 . 

2 -1 : l o m 2  crn s 

lom4 cm2 s-I ; 

An "optimal" E,,,, ( j , )  curve is depicted in Figure 13 (solid line). This curve 

was calculated assuming fast diffusion conditions for reactants and products in 

CCL and GDL. It corresponds to uniform reaction rate distributions in the CCL 

over the entire range of current densities. The two other curves in Figure 13 

exemplify the effects of substantial mass transport limitations and liquid water 

accumulation on the cathode side in either CCL (dashed line) or GDL (dotted 

line). At large j , ,  increasing non-uniformity in reaction rate distribution causes 



limiting current behaviour and the occurrence of complex non-linear phenomena 

It is found that, rather distinct signatures of mass transport limitations 

depend on whether they originate in the electrocatalytically active medium (CCL) 

or in the inactive diffusion medium (GDL). Severely hampered mass transport in 

the GDL (assuming Dl, =7.7x 10' cmZ s-' ) gives rise to a sharp drop in 

E,, ( j , )  close to a limiting current density jli, = 4 f ~ & h  (= 0.54A ern-', for 
LGoL 

the reference parameters in Table 5). If the diffusivity of the GDL is sufficiently 

high (Dl,, =7.7x 1 o - ~ c ~ '  s-' ), corresponding to jli, = 54 A cm-', mass transport 

limitations arise predominantly in the CCL. For this case (dashed line in Figure 

13), the highly non-linear coupling of liquid water accumulation and impaired 

oxygen diffusion in the CCL can give rise to the bistability in E,,,, ( j , )  , which 

means two stable solutions coexist at the same current density. It is important to 

note that E,, ( j , )  in this case does not exhibit a limiting current. In general, as 

explained below, the CCL alone cannot give rise to limiting current behaviour. 

The differences due to mass transport limitations arising either in GDL or 

in CCL can be explained with the help of spatial distributions of oxygen partial 

pressures, p ( z ) ,  in the CCL, shown in Figure 14 for the two cases at various 

values of j, that are marked by solid rectangle in Figure 13. 



Table 5 List of reference parameters. 

PSD-B 

T ,  "C 

pg , atrn 

PGDL~FF atm 

p'O , atrn 

' A ~ r n - ~  I" 

8 ,  " 

oe, , S cm-' 

D,:, , cm2 S-' 

DlDL,  cm2 S-' 

Cathode transfer coefficient 

Thickness of CCL 

Thickness of GDL 

Volume fraction of solid phase 

Volume fraction of electrolyte phase 

Volume fraction of void space 

Volume fraction of primary pores 

Volume fraction of secondary pores 

Operation temperature 
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When mass transport limitation arises in the GDL, close to the limiting 

current density a low diffusivity of the GDL, cf. Figure 14 (a), gives small values 

of p ( z )  in the entire CCL which results in poor effectiveness of catalyst utilization 

in the whole layer. A sufficiently high D:,, will provide a large oxygen partial 

pressure p ( z  = L) = pL at the CCLlGDL interface (Figure 14 (b)). The effect of 



increasing j, in this case is a decrease in the reaction penetration depth 

SCcL = ~ F D ' ~ ~ / ( R Q , )  of the CCL. '~ '  Oxygen depletion, thus, occurs principally 

within the CCL. The general signature of this effect is a doubling of the Tafel- 

s~ope; '~ '  at large j, , corresponding to SccL << L , ohmic losses due to proton 

transport in inactive regions of the CCL may incur a substantial fraction of voltage 

losses in the cell, as discussed in ~ e f . [ ' ~ ' ] .  

Figure 14 Oxygen partial pressure distributions in the CCL at different current densities 
marked in Figure 13. (a): Mass transportlliquid water accumulation in the GDL, 
D:,, =7.7x104 cm-2 s" and (b): Mass transportlliquid water accumulation in the CCL, 

D:,, =7.7x10-~ cm-' s.' . Solid line: 0.20 A ~ r n . ~ ,  dashed line: 0.31 A dotted line: 0.40 

A and dash-dotted line: 0.50 A crn" 

Subsequently, the focus is entirely on understanding the interplay of liquid 

water accumulation, mass transport, and reaction in CCL, assuming sufficiently 

large D&, > 7 . 7 ~  1 0-3 cm2 s-' . The Em,, ( j , )  curve calculated for the reference 

case is depicted in Figure 15. In order to discuss the general characteris'tics of 



this relation, E,,,, ( j , )  curves obtained for two reference cases are shown for 

comparison. 

Figure 15 Current-Voltage curve, E, , , , ( j , ) ,  at different saturation conditions. Solid line 

corresponds to ideal wetting state of the CCL where primary pores are filled with liquid 
water but secondary pores are still open for gas transport with the gas diffusivity , D,:. 
Dashed line is the case of the CCL operates in fully wetting condition with residual gas 
diffusivity, D," . Dotted line refers to the case of full coupling between liquid water 

saturation S,,  reaction and mass transport. All calculation utilizes the continuous pore 
size distribution B, as plotted in Figure 4. 

j,lA cm" 

The upper-limiting curve (solid line) corresponds to the ideally wetted state 

of catalyst layer operation, in which primary pores are fdled with liquid water while 

secondary pores are gas-filled. The oxygen diffusion coefficient in the CCL for 

this state is Dl: = 2.1 x cm2 s-' (at Sf = Xp/Xp ). The dashed line curve 

corresponds to catalyst layer operation in the fully saturated state with the 

residual diffusivity of oxygen D," = 2.0 x 1 0-6 cm2 s-' (at Sf > Scr" = 1 - X, /X ,  ) 

through liquid-water filled pores. Clearly, performance of the catalyst layer cannot 
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drop below this lower limiting curve. This explains why the CCL alone cannot 

exhibit limiting current behaviour caused by impeded mass transport. 

Liquid water accumulation in the CCL upon increasing fuel cell current 

density j, triggers the transition between the two limiting states of catalyst layer 

operation. As can be seen in Figure 15, deviations of performance from the 

ideally wetted state are miniscule at current densities below the transition region, 

with reaction penetration depth 6,,, >> L . For j, above the transition region, 

E,,,, (j,) asymptotically approaches the performance of a fully saturated layer 

characterized by poor penetration of reactions, i.e., S,,, << L . 

The transition between these two states can be monotonous or it could 

involve b i ~ t a b i l i t ~ ' ~ ~  in the transition region as for the case shown in Figure 15. 

For a monotonous transition, the transition region could be difficult to define; it 

could become rather wide. In the case of bistability, the transition region is 

confined by the current densities corresponding to the turning points, at which the 

differential resistance of the CCL, dqccL ( j o ) l d j o ,  changes sign. In the bistability 

region the system of coupled transport equations has two stable stationary 

solutions with dqccL ( j o ) l d j o  > 0 and one unstable solution, corresponding to the 

branch with d ~ c c L ( j o ) l d j o  < 0  . This bistability may give rise to unstable 

performance and hysteresis effects in E,,,, . It arises as a consequence of the 

non-linear coupling between progressive liquid water accumulation and gaseous 

diffusion of oxygen. 



Figure 16 Spatial distributions of catalyst layer properties at points A and I3 in Figure 15. 
(a): liquid water saturation, (b): oxygen diffusivity, (c): oxygen partial pressure, (d): 
reaction rate. 

z w '  

The two stable solutions that coexist at a given j, in the transition region 

are illustrated in Figure 16 for the points A and B that are highlighted in Figure 

15. State A on the upper branch of ECe, ( j , )  in the bistability region corresponds 

to the levels of liquid water saturation Sr (z) well below the critical value SCr'. 

Oxygen diffusivity, Do (z) , is sufficient. Oxygen partial pressure, p ( z )  , is 

distributed in the entire layer and the whole catalyst layer is used. Reaction rate, 

Qec (z) , is rather uniform in state A, as shown in Figure 16 (d). For state B on the 

lower branch of current-voltage curve, Em,, ( j , )  , Sr ( z )  exceeds the critical liquid 



saturation, S, (z) > SC"' , in parts of the CCL, see Figure 16 (a). Oxygen diffusivity 

drops to the small residual value D:," in this region (Figure 16 (b)), leading to 

very low p ( z )  (Figure 16 (c)) in the parts towards the PEM side that are 

disconnected from the continuous gaseous supply of oxygen. As a result, only a 

small portion of the CCL near the GDL side is effectively utilized in the ORR. The 

corresponding reaction rate distribution is highly non-uniform (Figure 16 (d)), 

leading to the lower working voltage of .the PEMFC. 

For exploring CCL performance it is important to know the current density 

range of the transition region and to classify whether the transition is monotonous 

or whether it exhibits bistability. How these characteristics depend on porous 

structure, wetting properties of pores and operation conditions w~l l  be exploited 

next. For this purpose, a systematic stability analysis has been performed, j, is 

used as the control parameter and effects of relevant variables related to 

structure and operating conditions are evaluated. In principle, such a stability 

analysis is a multidimensional problem. Here, it is evaluated whether the CCL is 

in the ideally wetted state, in the fully saturated state or in the bistable region by 

considering j, and one variable varied at a time, i.e., total porosity, volume 

fraction of secondary pores, wetting angle, total gas pressure and temperature, 

while all other variables are fixed. When exploring the effect of temperature, the 

viscosity ( p' ), surface tension of water ( o ), and gas diffusivity ( Do$" ) are 

considered as temperature-dependent parameters as shown in Eqs.(45) 135-1 37- 



(46)138 and Eq.(13), respectively. This information will be converriently displayed 

in the form of 2D stability diagrams as shown in Section 6.4. 

p' = p0 exp 
[ R ( [  To 11  

In Eq.(45), p0 , B , and To are fitted constants;I3' p0 =2.42x Pa s , 

B =4.74KJ mol-' and To= -139.86 K . To is used to correct the nonlinearity of 

the liquid. R is molar gas constant. 

T""' in empirical Eq.(46) is the critical temperature of water and has a 

value of 647.096 K . o is in units of N m-' . 

6.4 Effects of Structure and Operating Conditions: Stability 
Diagrams 

6.4.1 Total Porosity and Fraction of Secondary Pores 

Figure 17 (a) shows E,,,, ( j , )  curves for various values of total porosity, 

X, = 0.30, 0.37, 0.47. The ratio of volume fraction of electrolyte phase and solid 

phase (PtIC) is fixed at X,, : X,,, =I  .1:1. The effect of X, on voltage efficiency in 

the ideally wetted state is negligibly small. At current densities jo < 0.35 A cm-', 

voltage efficiencies for the different values of porosity, X,, are indistinguishable. 

The major effect of increasing X, is an increase in the current densities 

corresponding to transition region boundary of fully saturated state. 
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Figure 17 (a) Current-Voltage curves for different total porosity of the CCL and the two 
reference cases discussed in Figure 15. Solid line: Xp=0.30, dashed line: Xp=0.37, and 

dotted line: X, =0.47; (b) Stability diagram for the total porosity of the CCL constructed by 

the corresponding current-voltage curves at different values of X , .  Light grey area 

corresponds to the ideally wetted state. Dark grey area corresponds to the fully saturated 
state. Shaded area is the bistability region. The ratio of X,, and X,, is fixed at 1.1:l with 

different total porosity, X,. The other parameters are taken from Table 5. 

' 1  

The information obtained in E , ,  ( j , )  curves at various X, can be used to 

construct the j, -Xp stability diagram shown in Figure 17 (b). For one value of 

total porosity (X,), the current densities for the transition region boundary are 

determined from the corresponding current-voltage curve. Then, these values are 

plotted vs. porosity in the j, - X, diagram. The stability diagram for the total 

porosity of the CCL, X,, is constructed by repeating this procedure at different 

values of X,. A stability diagram thus comprehensively displays the effect of X, 

on fuel cell operation. The light grey area refers to the ideally wetted state, 

corresponding to minor liquid water accumulation in the secondary pores, 

favourable oxygen diffusion and uniform reaction rates. The dark grey area 

corresponds to the fully saturated state (S, ( z )  > s'"' ), in which oxygen transport 



is strongly restricted. The shaded area indicates the bistability region, in which 

the complex interplay of liquid water accumulation and oxygen transport gives 

rise to steady state multiplicity in E,,,,(j,). The stability diagram shows how a 

higher total porosity helps to widen the j, -range of the ideally wetted state. For 

0.30<Xp<0.5, the critical current density (jCr") for the transition to the bistable 

region or fully saturated state depends almost linearly on X, . The stability 

diagram predicts for instance, that the CCL will be found in the bistability region 

for X, = 0.37 and jo = 0.63 A cm-' . It shows that at current densities j,, 4 

A cm" operation in the ideally wetted state is provided if Xp> 0.45. 

E,,,, (j,) curves of CCL with identical composition and Xp = 0.37 but 

varying volume fraction of secondary pores, X, = 0.184, 0.246, 0.308, are shown 

in Figure 18 (a). At jo >0.3 A cm-' , corresponding to the so-called mass transport 

limited region, XM has a marked impact on performance. For XM> 0.3, however, 

the performance improvement upon increasing X, is insignificant, if jo < 

1.0 A cm-2 . The corresponding j, - X, stability diagram in Figure 18 (b) 

comprehensively displays the effect of X, on fuel cell operation. Indeed, Figure 

18 (b) demonstrates that X, (and not X,) is the primary struc'tural parameter 

that determines the state of operation of the CCL. For a fixed composition of the 

CCL with X,,, = 0.30, X,, = 0.33, and X,= 0.37, bistability is observed for 0.20 < 

X,,,, < 0.29. For XM > 0.29, the limiting current density is strongly dependent 



on XM . This discussion emphasizes the importance of controlling the porous 

structure in view of a successful design of CCL. 

Figure 18 (a) Current-Voltage curves for different volume fraction of secondary pores X, 
of the CCL and the two reference cases discussed in Figure 15. Dash-dotted line: 
X, =0.184, dotted line: X, =0.246, and dashed line with diamond marker: X, =0.308. (b) 

Stability diagram for the volume fractions of secondary pores of the CCL which is 
constructed by the corresponding current-voltage curves at different values of X, . 

Simulation have been done based on the reference parameters listed in Table 5 except X, . 
(c) and (d) are distributions of liquid saturation and oxygen pressure in the CCL for the 
three values of X, indicated in (a) at j, =0.52 A cm-' . 

crlt -C)-IIUIII-JI.----I- 
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Figure 18 (c) and (d) show the distributions of liquid saturation and oxygen 

partial pressure at j, = 0.52 A cm-2 for X,,,, = 0.184, 0.246, 0.308. As can be 

seen in Figure 18 (c), less liquid water accumulates in CCL with larger XM . 



Consequently, oxygen is more evenly distributed in CCL, leading to more uniform 

distribution of electrochemical reactions and more efficient catalyst utilization. 

6.4.2 Wetting Angle 

Primarily, the present model provides insight into how liquid water, formed 

in the CCL under stationary operation, progressively accumulates in pores of the 

CCL upon increasing j,, . The propagation of liquid water to secondary pores is 

determined by the wetting angle. In this approach, the wetting angle is 

represented by a single parameter 8. This treatment is highly simplified. It is, 

however, enforced by limited capabilities in fabrication and experiment to control 

8 for the complex composite architectures of CCL. The relevant value for the 

discussion is 8 in the secondary pores since under the considered conditions 

capillary equilibrium exists in these pores. The j, -8  stability diagram in Figure 

19 (a) reveals a tremendous effect of 8 on the critical current density jC"' of the 

transition to the bistability regionlfully saturated state. In order to operate the fuel 

cell at feasible j,, it is pivotal that 8 closely approaches 90•‹, but remains still 

slightly below this value. Higher wetting angle facilitates the water removal out of 

the CCL, lowering liquid water accumulation and thereby enhancing oxygen 

transport. The width of the bistability region increases towards larger 8.  These 

findings reveal the importance of controlling the surface properties of pores in 

CCL as meticulously as possible, although currently, this represents a formidable 

challenge in practice. 



Figure 19 Stability diagram for (a) effect of wetting angle, 8 ; (b) effect of total gas 
pressure, pg ; and (c) effect of operation temperature, T on the performance with the 
reference parameters listed in Table 5. The corresponding parameter under consideration 
is variable. 



6.4.3 Effect of Total Gas Pressure 

The total gas pressure affects the performance in two aspects. At higher 

total pressure, the corresponding oxygen concentration is also higher at the 

CCLlGDL boundary if the molar ratio between oxygen and inert gas (nitrogen) is 

fixed at 1:4. This leads to a higher rate of ORR. On the other hand, larger pg 

pushes capillary equilibrium back into smaller pores, suppresses liquid water 

accumulation and, thus, improves gas transport. The improvement in water 

handling capabilities of the CCL upon increasing pg is obvious in the jo - pg 

stability diagram in Figure 19 (b). A stronger, roughly linear relation between pg 

and the critical current density of the transition to the bistable region is found for 

pg > 2.5 atm. At smaller pg , a weaker dependence is observed. 

6.4.4 Effect of Operating Temperature 

Figure 19 (c) shows the stability diagram for the effect of the operating 

temperature, T . Higher temperature enhances the critical current density (1"'") of 

the transition to the bistability region. The better performance seen upon 

increasing T is the result of improved net vaporization rate, gas diffusivity, and 

rate of ORR. 

6.5 Effects of Boundary Conditions 

Finally, the effects of the boundary conditions for liquid water flux, j,, and 

liquid pressure, p" ,  at the PEMlCCL boundary on the results are also evaluated. 



6.5.1 Liquid Water Flux (j,,,) at the PEMlCCL Boundary 

In generating Figure 20, j, = Pj, with fixed proportionality factor P is 

assumed. As shown in Figure 20 (a), increasing liquid flux j,(with increasing P )  

suppresses liquid water accumulation in the CCL, while the maximum of liquid 

water saturation, S, , shifts towards the PEM side. These trends can be explained 

by the function of the CCL as a water divide in the fuel cell, as explained in detail 

in ~ef . [~O] .  

Figure 20 (a) Effect of liquid water flux j, at j, =0.69 A ; and (b) current-voltage 
curves for different values of j, . Calculation is based on the parameters listed in Table 5. 

Since j,,, is the sum of the electro-osmotic flux and hydraulic flux, 

j, = njo - jhydr , larger P indicates that less hydraulic flux will be generated 

towards the PEM side. At P = 1 and, thus, j, = j, (for n = I), water flux in the 

CCL exists only towards the GDL side, explaining why the maximum in S, in this 

case exists directly at the PEMlCCL boundary. The relation between liquid water 

distribution and hydraulic flux in the CCL explains the seemingly counterintuitive 



finding that larger j,(= j,) improves the performance of the CCL, as observed in 

Figure 20 (b). The current density corresponding to the boundary of the ideally 

wetted state increases with larger liquid water flux at PEMICCL interface. 

6.5.2 Liquid Pressure ( p i ' )  at the PEMlCCL Boundary 

The effect of liquid pressure, p" ,  is shown in Figure 21 (a). The critical 

current densities decrease almost linearly with p" . With increasing p" local 

capillary equilibrium expands to larger pores due to the reduction of the capillary 

pressure, see Eq. (23). Liquid water accumulation occurs up to larger pores. This 

leads to larger liquid water saturation in the CCL as shown in Figure 21 (b). 

Figure 21 (a) Stability diagram for effect of liquid pressure at PEMlCCL boundary p'O ; and 

(b) Distribution of liquid water saturation at different values of p" at jo =0.50 A cm" . 
Calculation is based on the parameters in Table 5. 

6.6 Summary 

In this section, results of single parameters on performance have been 

presented. The main effect on performance is due to the interplay of porous 



composite structure, liquid water accumulation, and oxygen transport. The 

bimodal pore size distribution plays a major role in this context. A large volume 

fraction of primary pores ( X , ) ,  enhances the active surface area and rate of 

ORR as well as the net vaporization rate. Meanwhile, a large total porosity ( X , )  

and, more importantly, a large fraction of secondary pores (X,) ,  improves the 

gaseous supply of oxygen and removal of water vapour, leading to more uniform 

reaction rate distribution and higher attainable power densities due to larger 

critical current densities of the transition from ideally wetted state to transition 

regionlfully saturated state. It is clear, that a full performance optimization should 

involve the complete set of parameters related to structure and operating 

conditions. 

Further exploration of correlations between structure and performance of 

CCL and full exploitation of optimization capabilities of the present model 

warrants systematic experimental diagnostics. For example, measurements of 

gas diffusion coefficient in the CCL as a function of porous structure and liquid 

water saturation will help to understand the coupling between liquid water in 

pores, oxygenlvapor transport, voltage efficiency and critical current density. 

Recently developed methods for measuring diffusion coefficients of oxygen in 

catalyst layers provide values that are in very good agreement with values that 

used in this parametric Moreover, as seen from the results, the wetting 

angle, 8 , has a subtle impact on electrochemically active surface, mass 

transport, and water management in an operating cell. It turns out to be rather 

difficult to find experimental data in the literature on relevant microscopic or 



volume-averaged values of 8 and on its effect on performance. Although wetting 

properties of platinum,139 carbon,140 and ionomer phases14' could be evaluated 

independently, the problem of how to define the wetting angle for the composite 

CCL remains a formidable challenge. The progress in measurement of 0 would 

be highly valuable for validating the present model and enhancing its predictive 

capabilities in view of optimizing voltage efficiency and water management in 

PEMFC. 



CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

A structure-based petforniance mathematical model of the cathode 

catalyst layer (CCL) in a PEMFC is presented. The present model links the 

porous structure and composition of the CCL, wetting properties and liquid water 

partial saturation to the effective properties of mass transport, electrochemical 

reaction, water transformation. Furthermore, the local distributions of these 

effective properties are related to the CCL and fuel cell performance. It highlights 

the role of CCL in PEMFC operations and performance of PEMFCs. 

Bimodal pore size distribution in the CCLs plays a vital role in chemical 

reaction, mass transport processes and vaporization. In the complex structure, 

transport of reactants and products and electrochemical reaction (ORR) are 

competing with each other. This competition shifts with the liquid water saturation 

and different pore size distributions. 

The present model is solved analytically for the case of fast proton 

transport by employing a bimodal S-function for the pore size distribution. The 

CCL could exist locally in three distinct states: a "dry" state, an optimal wetting 

state (primary pores are filled with liquid water while secondary pores are still 

open for gas transport), and a completely flooded state. Analysing the optimal 

wetting state, the liquid-to-vapor conversion capability of the CCL, described by 

characteristic current density jLjt , is obtained. This parameter depends on 

saturated vapor pressure and vapor diffusion coefficient. In addition, the CCL 
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acts like a watershed in the fuel cell, regulating opposite water fluxes towards 

PEM and GDL sides. At jo < j:, , liquid water flux is conducted toward the PEM 

only. For jo > j: , critical liquid water accumulation arises first in the interior of the 

CCL. 

For evaluation of transport processes in the CCL, two critical values of 

proton conductivity o' and oxygen transport coefficient D* are introduced. It was 

found that o'=0.14 S cm-' which is twice that of bulk conductivity of electrolyte. 

Thus, the effect of limited proton transport should be always taken into account. 

D' is in the range of 1 o-~-I o - ~  cm2 S-l, therefore only when real oxygen diffusion 

Do is greater than 10 D' , the effect of oxygen transport in the CCL can be 

neglected. In general limited oxygen diffusion should be accounted for. 

Moreover, the present model incorporates also accounts for the full 

spatial coupling of porous composite structure, liquid water saturation, transport 

of reactants and products, and electrochemical conversion in ORR. The catalyst 

layer itself does not exhibit limiting current behaviour. Upon increasing the 

current density generated by the fuel cell, it was found, however, a transition 

between two principal states of operation. The ideally wetted state at low current 

densities exhibits levels of liquid water saturation well below the critical value 

(Sc'") for pore blocking, corresponding to uniform distributions of reactants and 

reaction rates. In the fully saturated state, liquid water saturation exceeds the 

critical value in parts of the layer. These parts could sustain only low residual gas 

diffusivity. Corresponding reactant and reaction rate distributions will be highly 



non-uniform. The main part of the CCL will be essentially inactive. The transition 

between the two states of operation can occur monotonously or it could involve 

bistability as a signature of nonlinear coupling between liquid water 

accumulation, gaseous transport and electrochemical conversion rate. Bistability 

means that two stable steady state solutions of the continuity equations for the 

model coexist in the transition region. 

This work highlights the critical current density of the transition from ideally 

wetted state to transition region or fully saturated state as the major optimization 

target of CCL in view of their water handling capabilities. A larger critical current 

density allows extracting higher voltage efficiency and power density from the 

operating fuel cell. It was evaluated in detail, how the state of operation and 

critical current density depend on structural parameters and operating conditions. 

Stability diagrams have been introduced for assessing the effects of these 

parameters on CCL performance. The task of water management in CCL is to 

push back capillary equilibrium to small enough pores so that liquid water 

formation cannot block gaseous transport. Beneficial conditions in view of this 

objective are high total porosity (X,), large fraction of secondary pores (X,), 

and a wetting angle (8) that closely approaches 90•‹, a high total gas pressure 

(pg ) and high temperature of operation ( T  ). This emphasizes the vital role of the 

morphology of the CCL structure in fuel cell operation. 

The porous matrix of the CCL is not just an inert container of catalyst 

nanoparticles that are embedded into it, but it plays an important role in 

controlling the uniformity of reaction rate distributions and thus effectiveness of 



catalyst utilization as well as the water management of the entire cell. It has been 

demonstrated that stability diagrams offer an intuitive and convenient tool for 

CCL diagnostics, selection of optimal operating conditions and systematic 

improvement of the structural design of catalyst layers. In the future, it will be 

critical to link the modelling work with systematic experimental studies on 

correlations between structure, effective properties, operating conditions and 

performance. In particular, further exploration hinges on the detailed 

characterization of pore size distributions, wetting properties of pores, distribution 

and state of water in pores, transport properties, vaporization and distributed 

electrochemical activity. Moreover, the present CCL model should be integrated 

into a complete structural model of water management in MEA, including porous 

composite electrode compartments on anode and cathode sides as well as the 

polymer electrolyte membrane. 
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APPENDICES 



Appendix A: Flow Chart for Solving Full Coupling System 

P' -capillary pressure 

qGDL -vapor pressure at 
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Appendix B: Main Script for Solution of Full Coupling System 

1. Main Script 

THIS SECTION IS FOR COMPUTING EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES BASED ON STRUCTURE 

clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

format long; 

calctrl=I .O*l OA(-18); 

numpts=I 00; 

Yo 
%CONSTANTS 

R=8.31452; 

F=96485; 

e=1.602*1 OA(-1 9); 

alpha=l .O; 

Ea=0.449; 

kB=8.6173*10A(-5); 

% 

kappa-e=1.4*1 O A 1  7; 

kappa=kappa-e*e; 

ns=l  .O; 

% 

%Clear the command window 

%Remove all variables and functions 

%Close all the open figuure windows 

%Set data output format 

%Factor to avoid "LOG OF ZERO & DIVIDED B Y  ZERO" 

%Numbers of points for computation 

%Unjversal gas eonstant, J mol*' K') 

%Faraday constant, C mol" 
%Elementary charge, C 

%Cathodic transfer coefffcient, Unitless 

%Activation energy of vaporlzatlon,eV 

%Boltzmann constant in eV K" 

%Rate constant of vaporhation, N" s") 

%Cmbined constant 

%Electro-osmotic drag coefficient, #H201H+ 

%TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE PARAMETERS 

tmp=6O; %Opmtrng temperature in Celsius,% 

rou=0.98320*10A3; %Density of water at temperature T-60, kg ma 

T=273.15+tmp; %OperatJon temperature In Ketvin,K 

[mu,surften]=VST(T); %mu, Vlscosfty of water at T, Pa.8 

%surften, Surface tension of water at T, N m" 
Vm=(18.0*10A(-3))lrou; %Molar volhume of water at temperature T, m3 mof' 

f=FI(R*T); %Compute the value of combination constant, vq 
BO=T*RlmuNm; %Combined constant, has unit of s" 

YQ 
%COMPOSITION 81 PARAMETERS OF POROUS STRUCTURE AND SATURATION 

L= l  .O*lOA(-5); %Thickness of CCL,m 



%Volume fraction of W C  solid phase in CCL 

%Volume fraction of electrolyte in CCL 

%Volume fraction of pore space in CCL, or Poroslty 

%Volume fraction percolation threshold 

%Critical saturation 

%Factor determine wtdth of mlcropore distribution 

%F adw determine width of mesopore distribution 

%Characteristic radius of micropore,nm 

%Characteristic radius of meaopore,nm 

%Factor controllng the volume mtio btwn micro-and meso- pores 

%Contact angle: 

%Capillwy radius refers to critical saturation 

Xptc=0.30; 

Xel=0.33; 

Xp=l -Xptc-Xel; 

Xc=O.lO; 

scri t=l -XclXp; 

smu=2.0; 

sM=2.0; 

rmu=3.0; 

rM=30.0; 

chiM=2.0; 

theta=88.0; 

r-scrit=33.74; 

% 

%PROPERTIES OF GAS DIFFUSION LAYER & RESIDUAL DlFFUSlVlTY OF OXYGEN 

Lptl=1 .25*l OA(-4); %Thickness of GDL,m 

epsilon=0.4; %Effective porosity of GDL 

Doptl=4.8*1 OA(-5)*(epsilon)A(2); 

%Effective diffusivity of oxygen In the Q D L , C ~ ~  8'' 

Dvptl=4.013.0*Doptl; %Effective diffushrity of vapor in the GDL ,C~~  s" 

Dres=2.0*10A(-10); %Residual dlffusion of Oxygen In the liquid water,cm2 s" 

% 

%PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

rstart=O; Xlnitial radius of pore,nm 

rend=200; %End radius of pore,nm 

r=linspace(rstart,rend,numpts); 

%Generate evenly spaced values over the pore size range 

psd=PSD(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,r); 

%Recall function of pomskedistributlon to get psd 

rcut=CUTR(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrllrmu); 

%Flnd radius seperating micro- and meso- pore domain,nm 

smin=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,rcut); 

YoLiquld saturation when microgores filled with water 

Xmu=PVF(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl~rstartlrcut); 

%Computing the volume fraction of microgores 

XM=PVF(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,rcut,rend); 

%Computing the volume fractlon of mesogores 



%GAS cowosmohl  BOUNDARY CONDITION OF LIQUID PRESSURE 

ptotal=3.0*1 OA5; %Total pressure of supply gas, Pa 
pPTL=ptotal*0.21; %Oxygen partial pressure, Pa 

pres=ptotal-pPTL; %Partialpressureofinertgas,Pa 

pl0=0.25*1 OA5; %Liquid pressure at PEMlCCL side (d), Pa 

r~eq=2*surften*cos(theta*3.141591180)l(ptotal-p10)*1 OA9; 

%Radius corresponding to stationary capillary equiiibrlum,nm 

s~eq=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,r~eq); 

%Saturation refers to r-eq 

KCritlcaf radius from pore analysis for oxygen tmnsport,nm 

%Critical radius from pore analysis for vapor transport,nm 

r-crit-0=3.2; 

r-crit-V=3.2; 

O h  

%EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES VSSATURATION 

s~mesh=linspace(0,1 ,numpts); 

sat=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,r); 

%Compute liquid saturation as a function of radius 

Dosdist=GDO(T,r~crit~O,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,s~mesh); 

%Oxygen diffusivlty vssaturation 

Dvsdist=GDV(T,r~crit~V,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,s~mesh); 

%Diffuaivlty of water vapor vs. saturation 

Ksdist=LP(Xp,Xel,Xmu,Xc,rM,rmu,srnin,s_mesh); 

KLlquid permeability vs. saturation 

[gs,utilizations,lsdist,jOstar]=ECDCU(Xptc,Xel,Xc,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,rsta~,rend, 

r); 

%Exchange current density of ORR CL catatyst utlllzation 

Xisdist=LVIAR(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,r); 

%Uquldlvapor Interface area ratlo vs. slutation 

Yo 

%OUTPUT PLOTTING FOR PSD 8 EFFECWE PROPERTIS VS. SATURATION 

figure (10) 

plot(r,psd); 

title('Pore size distribution'); 

Yo 

... 
Other solutions can be plotted in similar way 



%SAVE OUTPUT DATA 

rnkdir('C:\FullSoln\RefCase\STRUCTLIRE-PROPERTY'); % C W  a file directory 

% 

%Pore size distribution 

poresizedist=[r; psd]; 

fid=fopen('C:\FullSoIn\RefCase\STRUCTURE~PROPERTWpsd~psd2.txt',1~'); 

fprintf(fid,'%f %f\nm,poresizedist); 

fprintf(fid,'\nl); 

fclose(fid); 

% 

... 
Other results can be saved in similar way 

%THE FOLLOWING STEPS ARE TO OBTAIN THE FULL SOLUTION OF POTENTIAL, 

%PROTON FLUX, OXYGEN, %VAPOR FLUX, VAPOR PRESSURE, LIQUID WATER 

%PRESSURE, LIQUIDWATER FLUX IN THE CCL LAYS AT %GIVEN WORKING POTENTIAL 

%& OXYGENPRESSURE. 

%VALUES OF EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES 

Rmir=0.15; %Resistance of membrane and contact interfaces, S crnS 

sigma=2.0; %Electrolyte conductfvity In CCL, S m" 
% 

z=linspace(O,L,numpts); %Genetate evenly spaced values over the CCL 

numptsptl=nurnpts; %Plumber of points for calculation in the GDL 

zptl=linspace(L,(L+Lptl),numptsptl+l); 

%Generate evenly spaced values over the GDL 

totnurnpts=numpts+numptsptl; 

Yo 

phiLmin=O.l; %Initlal value of overpotentlal 

phiLmax=0.41; %End value of overpotential 

phinurnpts=50; %Number of points in the range of overpotential 

phiLa=loglO(phiLmin); 

phiLb=loglO(phiLmax); 

phiLdist=logspace(phiLb,phiLa,phinurnpts); 

phiLpts=phiLmin+phiLrnax-phildist; 



% 

%PRE-ALLOCATION FOR SPEEDING & INITIAL GUESSES OF EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES 

zDo=zeros(phinumpts,numpts); %Matrix to save oxygen diffusivity 

zDv=zeros(phinumpts,numpts); %Matrix to save vapor dlffusivlty 

0 . .  

Other variables to save the results can be defined in similar way 

CapRadius=zeros(phinumpts,numpts~;%Matrix to save capillary radius 

Ecell=zeros(l ,phinumpts); %Matrix to save value of cell voltage 

Yo 

index-nonsoln=zeros(l ,phinumpts); %Matrix to saw index number for non-solution 

qLbc=O.O; %Vapor pressurn at GDLIFF, for comparison 

Yo 

%INITIAL GUESS FOR SOLUTIONS 

phi-ini=phiLmin; 

jp-ini=l00; 

p-ini=pPTL; 

jv-ini=0.1*10A4; 

q-ini=0.05*1 OA5; 

pl-ini=plO; 

jl-ini=O; 

jO=SOO; Klnitlal guess of jO 

jmfactor=O.O; %Calculate ]m, jm=jmfactofJO 

Sb 

WOLVING FOR THE CASE OF COMPLETE CONVERStON OF LIQUID INTO VAPOR 

for indexl=l  :I :phinumpts 

phiL(indexl)=phiLpts(indexl); %Given overpotertflal value 

fprintf('N0W SOLVING FOR COMPLETE CONVERSION CASE & AT OVERPOTENTIAL 

=O/ON\~', phiL(index1)); 

solinitl=bvpinit(linspace(OlL,20),[phi~ini,jp~ini,pini,jvini,qini,plini,jlini], jO); 

%Generate initlal guess for the solution 

so l l  =bvp4c(@FCSAode,@FCSAbc,solinitl ,[],rstart,rend,Xptc,Xel,Xp,Xc,Xmu,smu,sM, 

rmu, rM, chiM,alpha,ns,e,Ea,Vm,kappa~e,f,B0,jmfactor,T,L,Lptl,su~en,theta,sigma, 

phiL(indexl), pPTL,pres,plO,Dres,Doptl,r~crit~O,r~crit~V,scrit,smin,calctrl); 

%Call solver BVPQC to obtain solutions self-consistently 

switch so l l  .singjacobi==l 

case 1 %Singular Jacobian encountered 



index-phichange=indexl-I ; 

index-nonsoln=indexl ; 

%Mark the last point at which solution can be obtain in the 

%complete conversion of liquid into vapor section 

if index1 -=I ; 

jO=jpO(indexl-1); 

end 

disp('#l -SINGULAR J, 

SECTION'); 

break 

case O 

ACOBI, J ENCO NJNTERED. TURN TO PARTIAL CONVERSION 

%Output solutions & values at PO and t rL  

%The value o f  proton flux at PEMlCCL side, A m" 

zpotential(index1 ,:)=y(l,:); O/~Overpotential in  the CCL, V 

zpotentialdiff(index1 ,:)=ydiff(l,:); 

%Differential overpotential, dphildz 

diffpotential(indexl)=(y(l , I)-y(l ,end))ly(l ,end); 

%Potential difference across the CCL 

Other solutions can be extracted in  similar way 

ziiqflux(index1 ,:)=y(7,:); %Liquid water flux along the CCL, A mS 

zliqfluxdiff(indexl,:)=ydiff(7,:); %djl/dz 

jlL(indexl)=y(7,end); 

zptot(index1 ,:)=zp(indexl ,:)+zq(indexl ,I :numpts)+pres; 

%Total gas pressure in  the CCL, Pa 

zpc(index1 ,:)=zp(indexl ,:)+zq(indexl ,I :numpts)+pres-zpl(index1,:); 

%Capillary pressure i n  the CCL, Pa 

if min(zpc(index1 ,:))<=O 

disp('#2---zpce=O ENCOUNTERED IN THE COMPLETE CONVERSION SECTION.#'); 

disp('PARAMETERS OR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ADJUSTING ARE 

RECOMMENDED.'); 

return 

else %Compute corresponding effectvle properties 



CapRadius(indexl,:)=2*surften*cos(theta*pill80).lzpc(indexl,:); 

%Local capillary radius rc, m 

rc(index1 ,:)=CapRadius(indexl ,:)*I OA9; 

%Converted t o  nm 

zqs(index1 ,:)=SVP(Ea,T,Vm,surften,theta,rc(indexl,:)); 

zs(index1 ,:)=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmulrM,chiM,calctrl,rc(indexl ,:)); 

zDo(index1 ,:)=GDO(T,r~crit~O,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,zs(indexl,:)); 

zDv(index1 ,:)=GDV(T,r~crit~V,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,zs(indexl ,:)); 

zK(index1 ,:)=LP(Xp,Xel,Xmu,Xc,rM,rmu,smin,zs(indexl ,:)); 

[zg(indexl ,:),zutilization(indexl ,:),zl(indexl ,:),zjOstar(indexl ,:)]=ECDCU(Xptc,Xel, 

Xc,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,rstart,rend, rc(index1,:)); 

zXi(index1 ,:)=LVIAR(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,rc(indexl ,:)); 

gamma(index1 )=jlL(indexl)/(jlL(indexl )+jvL(indexl )); 

i f  gamma(indexl)~=l.0*1 OA(-5); 

garnma(indexl)=O; 

end 

qGDL(i ndexl )=qL(indexl )-(jvL(index1 )*Lptll(PDvptl)); 

%Compute the vapor pressure at GDLIFF boundary 

switch (qGDL(indexl)>=qLbc) 

case 1 

pmin(indexl)=min(zp(indexl,:)); 

CapRadiusmin(indexl)=min(CapRadius(indexl ,:)*I OA9); 

CapRadiusmax(index1 )=max(CapRadius(indexl ,:)*I OA9); 

szmin(indexl)=min(zs(indexl,:)); 

szmax(indexl)=max(zs(indexl ,:)); 

fprintf('%imrH POINT'SOLUTION OBTAINED AT OVERPENTIAL %g V\n', 

index1 ,phiL(indexl)); 

fprintf('qL=%g Pa,jO=%g A/cmA2,phiO=%g V,gamma=%g\n',qL(indexl), 

jp0(indexl)l10A4,phiO(indexl),gamma(indexl)); 

fprintf('pmin=%g Pa\n',pmin(indexl)); 

fprintf('szmin=%g, szmax=%g\n\n',szmin(indexl),szmax(indexl)); 

zq(index1 ,numpts:totnumpts)=qL(indexl)+(qL(indexl)-qGDL(indexl)) 

ILptl*(L-zptl); 

zvapterm(index1 ,:)=kappa-e*e.*zXi(indexl ,:).*(zqs(indexl ,:)-zq(index1 , 

I :numpts))lL; 

zmnterm(index1 ,:)=zl(indexl ,:).*(zp(indexl ,:)lpL(indexl)).* exp(alpha*f* 

zpotential(index1 ,:))IL; 



%Generate initial guess for a solution of next calculation point 

phi-ini=max(zpotential(indexl,:)); 

jp~ini=max(zproton(indexl ,:)); 

p-ini=rnax(zp(indexl ,:)); 

jv~ini=max(zvaporflux(indexl,:)); 

q-ini=max(zq(indexl ,:)); 

pl-ini=max(zpl(indexl,:)); 

jl-ini=max(zliqflux(indexl,:)); 

jO=jpO(indexl); 

Ecell(indexl)=l .I 3-phiO(index1)-Rmir*jpO(indexl)ll OA4; 

jm(indexl)=jmfactor*jpO(index1); 

case 0 

index-phichange=indexl-I ; 

if indexl-=I 

jO=jpO(indexl -1); 

end 

fprintf('\nl); 

fprintf('#3-qGDL<qLbc=%g atm ENCOUNTERED.',qLbcl10A5); 

fprintf('CHANGE TO COMPUTE PARTIAL CONVERSION SECTION.\n\n'); 

break 

otherwise 

end %condition of qGDL>=O 

end O/~condition of zpc(indexl,:)<=O 

otherwise 

end %condition of sol.singjacobi 

if sol1 .singjacobi==l 

disp('#S-SINGULAR JACOBIAN ENCOUNTERED. COMPUTE PARTIAL CONVERSION 

SECTION.'); 

break 

end 

if qGDL(index1)cqLbc 

fprintf('#6-qGDLcqLbc=%g atm ENCOUNTERED. COMPUTE PARTIAL CONVERSION 

SECTION. \n\n',qLbcllOAS); 

break 

end 

%Output plottlng 



switch (index-nonsoln(indexl)==O) 

case 1 

figure (33) 

hold on 

plot(z*l OA6,zpotential(index1 ,:)); 

title('loca1 overpotential in the CCL'); 

Yo 

Other solutions can be plotted in similar way 

. . . 
% 

case 0 

fprintf('#7---THIS IS %iTH POINT CANNOT BE SOLVED.#7',indexl); 

continue; 

otherwise 

end 

end 

hold off 

Oh 

%SOLVING FOR THE CASE OF PARTIAL CONVERSION OF LIQUID INTO VAPOR 

% 

%End of loop of index1 

... 
This case is solved in the same way as previous case of COMPLETE CONVERSION but 

boundary condition of oxygen pressure and vapor pressure at z=L are calculated under 

considering the effect of GDL's property on the gas transport. And that flow field has very 

good property for vapor transport is assumed. 

. . . 
O/o 

%OUTPUT DATA FOR THE SOLUTIONS 

idxidx=find(index-nonsoln-=0); 

sizeidxidx=length(idxidx); 

if sizeidxidx-=0 

fprintf('Non-solution obtained at %i points of phiL\n',sizeidxidx); 

fprintf('They are %g\n',phiL(idxidx)); 

end 

Yo 

i f  sol2.singjacobi==l 



idxsoln=index-phiend; 

else 

idxsoln=phinumpts; 

end 

Yo 

%PRESET MATRIX FOR SAVING SOLUTION DATA 

solnpotential=zeros(idxsoln,numpts); 

solnproton=zeros(idxsoln,numpts); 

... 

Other variables to  save the solutions can be defined in  similar way 

. . . 
solnXi=zeros(idxsoln,numpts); 

solns=zeros(idxsoln,numpts); 

'Yo 

%SAVE SOLUTIONS IN THE CORRESPONDING MATRIX 

for idx-soln=l :I :idxsoln 

solnpotential(idx~soIn,:)=zpotential(idx~soln,:); 

solnproton(idx~soln,:)=zproton(idx~soln,:); 

Other results can be saved in  similar way 

. . . 
solnXi(idx~soln,:)=zXi(idx~soln,:); 

solns(idx~soln,:)=zs(idx~soln,:); 

end 

Yo 

%DELETE THE NON-SOLUTION POINT, MARKED BY INDEX-NONSOLN 

solnpotential(idxidx,:)=[]; 

solnproton(idxidx,:)=n; 

. . . 
Others can be kick out in  similar way 

. . . 
solnXi(idxidx,:)=I:]; 

solns(idxidx,:)=[]; 

% 

%WATER BALANCE AT Z=O & Z=L 

inflow-pem=jm+1/2*solnjpO; 

outflow~gdl=solnjvL+solnjlL; 



Yo 

mkdir('C:\FullSoln\RefCase\3A'~M~EpsilonD4~r~crit3D2~Xp37Xptc30Xe133T60Theta880Dre 

s2N1 OSigrna2jrnOAlphal plOD25psd2'); %Creat a file directory 

Yo 

index-write=idx-soln-sizeidxidx; 

for index-ds=l : I  :index-write 

% 

%SAVE LOCAL PERFORMANCE OF POTENTIAL, PROTON FLUX, OXYGEN PRESSURE, 

%VAPOR, TOTAL GAS PRSSURE, LIQUID PRESSURE, CAPILLARY PRESSURE, 

%CAPILLARY RADIUS, LIQUID SATURATION, VAPORIZATION %TERM, REACT ION TERM 

%AND SATURATED VAPOR PRESSURE 

PPOVLCRT=[z*I OA6;solnpotential(index~ds,:);solnproton(index~ds,:)ll OA4; 

solnp(index - ds,:)Il0A5;solnq(index~ds,l:nurnpts)ll0A5;solnptot(index~ds,:)110A5;s 

olnpl(index~ds,:)ll0A5;solnpc(index~ds,:)IIOA5;solnrc(index~ds,:)*10A9; 

solns(index~ds,:);2*solnvapterrn(index~ds,:)llOA6;solnrxnterrn(index~ds,:)ll OA6; 

solnqs(index-ds,:)11 OA5]; 

fid=fopen('C:\FullSoln\RefCase\3ATM~EpsilonD4~r~crit3D2~Xp37Xptc30Xe133T60Theta880 

Dres2N1 OSigrna2jrnOAlphal plOD25psd2\ppovlc~-psd2.txt','a'); 

fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f O/O~ %f %f %f %f\n', PPOVLCRT); 

fprintf(fid,'\nl); 

fclose(fid); 

Yo 

. . . 
Other output results can be saved in similar way 

*..  

% 

%PLOT CURRENT-VOLTAGE CURVE 

figure(205) 

plot(solnjp011 OA4,soInEcell); 

title('current-voltage curve'); 

xlabel('j-(01, AlcrnA{2)'); 

ylabel('E-{cell), V'); 

% 

%PLOT CU RRENT-LIQUID PORTION(GAMMA) CURVE 

figure(215) 

plot(solnjp0110A4,solngarnrna); 



title('liquid portion vs. current'); 

xlabel('j-{O), AlcrnA{2)'); 

ylabel('\garnma'); 

O/o 

%PLOT WATER BALANCE CURVE AT Z=O & Z=L 

figure(220) 

plot(inflow-pernll OA4,0utflow-gdlll OA4); 

title('water flux balancing on both CCL sides') 

xlabel('flux at PEMICCL side j-{rn)+l12j-{O),AlcmA{2)'); 

ylabel('flux at CCLlGDL side jA{vL)+jA{lL),AlcrnA{2)'); 

2. Differential Equations for the Case of Complete Conversion of Liquid 
Water into Vapor 

%DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS---COMPLETE VERSION OF LIQUID WATER INTO VAPOR 

%FUNCTION NAME-FCSAode 

O h  

%Differential equations are solved by solver bvp4c. From initial guess for a solution, the 

%effective properties of mass transport, reaction %and vaporization are evaluated on each 

O/osimulation point. Solutions are %obtained under the corresponding boundary conditions. 

O/o 

%yl  ---overpotential,V 

0/0y2---proton t l u x , ~  

%y3---oxygen pressure,Pa 

%y4---vapor flux,A 

0/oy5---vapor pressure,Pa 

%y6---liquid pressure,Pa 

%y7---liquid flux,A 

function dydx=FCSAode(x,y,jO,rstart,rend,Xptc,Xel,Xp,Xc,Xmulsrnu,sMlrrnu,rM, chiM, 

alpha,n,e,Ea,Vrn,kappa~e,f,B0,jmfactor,T,L,Lptl,suen,theta, sigma,phiL,pPTL, 

pres,pl0,Dres,Doptl,rcrit~Olrcrit~V,scrit,sminlcalctrl) 

rcx=2*surften*cos(theta*3.141591180)l(y(3)+y(5)+pres-y(6))*1 OA9; 

qsx=SVP(Ea,T,Vrn,surften,theta,rcx); 

sx=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,rcx); 

Dox=GD02(T,rcrit~O,Xp,Xc,srnin,Dres,scrit,sx); 

Dvx=GDV2(T,rcrit~V,Xp,Xc,srnin1Dres,scrit,sx); 

Kx=LP(Xp,Xel,Xmu,Xc,rM,rmu,srnin,sx); 



Ivratiox=LVIAR(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,rcx); 

[gx,utilizationx,excurrentx]=ECDCU (Xptc,Xel,Xc,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM, calctrl,L,rstart,rend, 

rcx); 

3. Boundary Conditions for the Case of Complete Conversion of Liquid 
Water into Vapor 

O/oBOUNDARY CONDITIONS---COMPLETE CONVERSION OF LIQUID WATER INTO VAPOR 

%FUNCTION NAME-FCSAbc 

Yo 

function res=FCSAbc(ya,yb,jO,rstart,rend,Xptc,Xel,Xp,Xc,Xmu,smulsM,rmu, rM,chiM, 

alpha,n,e,Ea,Vm,kappa~e,f,B0,jmfactor,T,L,Lptl,sufien,theta,sigma,phiL,pPTL,pres, 

plO,Dres,Doptl,rcrit-0, rcrit-V,scrit,smin,calctrl) 

res=[yb(l )-phiL 

ya(2)-jO 

yb(2) 

yb(3)-(pPTL-jO*Lptll(4*f*Doptl)) 

~ 4 4 )  

yb(4)-(jmfactor*j0+1.012.0*j0) 

ya(6)-plO 

ya(7)-jmfactor*jO]; 

4. Differential Equations for the Case of Partial Conversion of Liquid Water 
into Vapor 

%DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS---PARTIAL VERSION OF LIQUID WATER INTO VAPOR 

%UNCTION NAME-FCSBode 

% 

function dydx=FCSBode(x,y,jO,rstart,rend,Xptc,Xel,Xp,Xc,Xmu,smu,sM,rmu, rM,chiM,alpha, 

n,e,Ea,Vm,kappa-e,f,BO,jmfactor,T,L,Lptl, surften,theta,sigma,phiL,pPTL,pres,plO, 

qPTL, Dres,Doptl,Dvptl,rcrit~O,rcrit~V,scrit,smin,calctrl) 

rcx=2*surften*cos(theta*3.141591180)l(y(3)+y(5)+pres-y(6))*1 OA9; 



qsx=SVP(Ea,T,Vm,surften,theta,rcx); 

sx=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,rcx); 

Dox=GDO(T,rcrit~O,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,sx); 

Dvx=GDV(T,rcrit~V,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,sx); 

Kx=LP(Xp,Xel,Xmu,Xc,rM,rmu,smin,sx); 

Ivratiox=LVIAR(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,rcx); 

[gx,utilizationx,excurrentx]=ECDCU (Xptc,Xel,Xc,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L,rstart,rend, 

rcx); 

dydx=[-y(2)lsigma 

-excurrenWL*y(3)1(0.21*1 OA5)*exp(alpha*ry(l)) 

(jO-y(2))1(4*f*(Dox+calctrl)) 

e*kappa-e*lvratiox*(qsx-y(5))IL 

-y(4)l(f*(Dvx+calctrI)) 

((n+l/2)*(y(2)-jO)+y(4)+n*j0-jmfactor*j0)/(BO*PKx) 

112*excurrentxlL*y(3)/(0.21*1 OA5)*exp(alpha*Py(l))-e*kappa~e*lvratiox*(qsx-y(5))/L]; 

5. Boundary Conditions for the Case of Partial Conversion of Liquid Water 
into Vapor 

%BOUNDARY CONDITIONS---PARTIAL VERSION OF LIQUID WATER INTO VAPOR 

%FUNCTION NAME-FCSBbc 

function res=FCSBbc(ya,yb,jO,rstart,rend,Xptc,Xel,Xp,Xc,Xmu,smu,sM,rmu, rM,chiM,alpha, 

n,e,Ea,Vm,kappa-e,f,BO,jmfactor,T,L,Lptl, surften,theta,sigma,phiL,pPTL,pres,plO, 

qPTL,Dres,Doptl,DvptI,rcrit~O,rcrit~V,scrit,smin,calctrl) 

res=[yb(l)-phiL 

ya(2)-j0 

yb(2) 

yb(3)-(pPTL-jO*Lptll(4*f*Doptl)) 

ya(4) 

yb(4)-PDvptl*(yb(5)-qPTL)ILptl 

ya(6)-plO 

ya(7)-jmfactor*jO]; 



Appendix C: Defined Functions Recalled by Main Script 

1. VST-Viscosity and Surface Tension of Liquid Water 

%VISCOSITY AND SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID WATER 

% 

function [watervis,watersurften]=VST(T) 

vis0=2.4152*1 OA(-5); %Fitted constant, Pa s 

E=4.7428*1 OA3; %Fitted constant, KJ mol" 

TO=-1 39.86; %Correction for the nonideality of the liquid, K 

R=8.31452; %Molar gas constant, J mol" K" 

watervis=visO.*exp(E.I(R.*(T+TO))); 

%Expression of viscosity as a function of T, Pa s 

Tcrit=647.096; %Critical temperature of water, K 

watersurften=235.8.*(1 -T.IT~rit).~l.256.*(1-0.625*(1 -T./Tcrit))*l OA(-3); 

%Empirical equation for liquid water viscosity at T, N rn-' 

2. PSD-Pore Size Distribution 

%PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

%calctd---used to avoid the log of zero operation. 

Yo 
function y=PSD(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,r) 

y=(l -Xptc-Xel)l(sqrt(pi)*(log(smu)+chiM*log(sM)))./(r+calctrl).* 

(exp(-(log((r+caIctrl)lrmu)/ log(smu)).A2)+chiM*exp(-(log((r+calctrl)/rM)llog(sM)).A2)); 

3. CUTR-Cut-off Radius Separating Primary and Secondary Pores Domain 

'ATFINDING THE CUT-OFF RADIUS SEPERATING THE MICRO- B MACRO- PORES 

% 

'%,The first level f u ~ ~ c t i o n  ~nt roduces the known pnr.an1tlte1.s which are ' !L, i~srd in the nested 

'/l,(s~~b) f t ~ n c t i o ~ ~  t o  constr.i~ct a pore size rI~strit)~rticjr~ (Yi,,f~rnct~o!l of r Here r is i t nknnwn  

'!,;,parameter (var iable) 

>/(! 

function y=CUTR(Xptc,Xel,smulsM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,rO) 



y=fminsearch(@psd-rcut,rO); 

function y=psd-rcut(r) 

y=(l -Xptc-Xel)l(sqrt(pi)*(log(smu)+chiM*log(sM))).l(r+calctrl).* 

(exp(-(log((r+calctrI).lrmu)llog(smu)).A2)+chiM.*exp(-log((r+calctrl).lrM)llog(sM)).A2)); 

end 

end 

4. PVF-Pore Volume Fraction 

%PORE VOLUME FRACTION 

%Computing the volume fraction of microgores and meso-pores 

% 

function y=PVF(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrllra,rb) 

y=quad(@psd-XmuXM,ra,rb); 

function y=psd-XmuXM(r) 

y=(l -Xptc-Xel)l(sqrt(pi)*(log(smu)+chiM*log(sM))).l(r+calctrl).*.. 

(exp(-(log((r+calctrI).lrmu)llog(smu)) .A2)+chiM.*... 

exp(-(log((r+~alctrl).lrM)llog(sM)).~2)); 

end 

end 

5. LS-Liquid Saturation 

%LIQUUID SATURATION 

% 

function y=LS(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,r) 

N=length(r); 

tt=zeros(l ,N); 

if N==l 

y=quad(@psd~saturation,0,(r+calctrl))l(l -Xptc-Xel); 

else 

tt(l)=quad(@psd~saturation,0,(r(l)+calctrl)); 

for index=2:1 :N 

tt(index)=tt(index-l)+quad(@psd~saturation,r(index-l),(r(index)+calctrl)); 

end 

y=tt(l ,:)/(I -Xptc-Xel); 



end 

function y=psd-saturation(r) 

y=(l -Xptc-Xel)l(sqrt(pi)*(log(smu)+chiM*log(sM))).l(r+eps).*... 

(exp(-(log((r+eps)lrmu)llog(smu)) ."2)+chiM.*... 

exp(-(l0g((r+eps)lrM)Ilog(sM)).~2)); 

end 

end 

6. GNORM-Normalization Function 

%NORMALIZATION FUNCTION 

%This function is called by the function OF ECDCU 

Yo 

function y=GNORM(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,ra,rb) 

y=quad(@psd-gnorm,ra,(rb+calctrl)); 

function y=psd-gnorm(r) 

y=((l -Xptc-Xel)l(sqrt(pi)*(log(smu)+chiM*log(sM))).l 

(r+calctrl).*(exp(-(log((r+calctrl)/rmu)/log(smu)).A2) 

+chiM*exp(-(log((r+calctrl)lrM)llog(sM)).A2))).l(r+calctrl); 

end 

end 

7. GDO-Gas Diffusivity of Oxygen 

%GAS DlFFUSlVlTY OF OXYGEN 

vm 
function y=GDO(T,rcrit,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,s) 

Mm0=0.032; %Molar mass of oxygen,kglmol 

R=8.31452; %Gas constant, J mol" K' 

length-rcrit=length(rcrit); 

if length-rcrit==l 

dstar=2*sqrt(8*R*Tl(9*pi*MmO))*rcrit*l OA(-9); 

O/oDiffusivity as a function of (T,rcrit) 

y=dstar*(((l -s).*Xp-Xc).A(2.4)I(Xp-Xc)A(0.4).*(s~=smin).*(scrit~=s)+((1 -smin)* 

Xp-X~)~(2.4)1(Xp-Xc)~(0.4)*(smin>=s))l(l -Xc)"2+Dres; 

else dsta~2*sqrt(8*R*TI(9*pi*MmO))*rcrit*l OA(-9); 

%Diffusivity as a function of (T,rcrit) 



end 

8. GDV-Gas Diffusivity of Vapor 

%GAS DlFFUSlVlN OF VAPOR 

% 

function y=GDV(T,rcrit,Xp,Xc,smin,Dres,scrit,s) 

MrnV=0.018; %Molar mass of vapor,Kg mol" 

R=8.31452; %Gas constant, J mol-' K' 

length-rcrit=length(rcrit); 

if length-rcrit==l 

dstar=2*sqrt(8*R*TI(9*pi*MmV))*rcrit*l OA(-9); 

OhDiffusivity as a function of (T,rcrit) 

y=dstar*(((l -s).*Xp-X~).~(2.4)/(Xp-Xc)~(0.4).*(s~=smin).* (scrit>=s)+((l -smin)* 

Xp-Xc)A(2.4)1(Xp-Xc)A(0.4)*(smin~=s))l(l -Xc)"2+Dres; 

else dstar=2*sqrt(8*R*TI(9*pi*MmV))*rcrit*10A(-9); 

XDiffusivity as a function of (T,rcrit) 

y=dstar.*(((l -s).*Xp-Xc).A(2.4)1(Xp-Xc)A(O.4).*(s>=smin).*(scrit>=s)+((l -srnin)* 

Xp-Xc) A(2.4)1(Xp-Xc)A(0.4)*(smin>=s))l(l -X~)~2+Dres; 

end 

9. LP-Liquid Permeability 

%LIQUID PERMEABtLIlT 

% 

%rmem-pore radius of membrane 

%delta-constrictivity factor 

%tau-tortuousity factor 

%epsmem-relative water volume fraction 

% 

function y=LP(Xp,Xel,Xmu,Xc,rM,rmu,smin,s) 

rmem=3.0; 

delta=l .O; 

tau=1.5; 



10. ECDCU-Exchange Current Density & Catalyst Utilization 

%EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY & CATALYST UTILIZATION 

% 

function [G,Utilization,Excurrent,jstar]=ECDU(Xptc,Xel,Xc,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,L, 

rstart,rend,r) 

a=53.7; 

b=3.2; 

M=4.0; 

chi=0.01; 

p-el=Xell(l +exp(-a*(Xel-Xc)))"b; 

p-ptc=Xptcl(l +exp(-a*(Xptc-Xc)))" b; 

p-f=(l -Xptc-Xel)/(l +exp(-a*(l -Xptc-Xel-X~)))~b; 

f-XptcXel=p-el*p-ptc*((l-(1 -p-QAM)*(l -chi)+(l -~- f )~M*chi) ;  

else 

GG(1)=GNORM(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM,calctrl,rsta,r(l)+calctrl); 

for index=2:1 :N 

GG(index)=GG(index-l)+GNORM(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rM,chiM, 

calctrl,r(index-l),r(index)); 

end 

end 

G=GGlgsaturation; 

Utilization=f-XptcXeI*GIXptc; %catalyst utilization 

Iflat=8.0*1 OA(-8)*1 OA4; 

%generic exchange current density on planar Pt surface 

xi~p=300*(L10.00001); 



%Ratio of real area and apparent a m  d Pt electrode 

% 

Yccsllctrl is introduced In GG(1) to avoid simulation crash. 

11. LVIAR-LiquidJVapor Interfacial Area Ratio 

%LIQUIDIVAPOR INTERFACIAL AREA RATIO 

Yo 

function y=LVIAR(Xptc,Xel,smu,sM,rmu,rMIchiM,calctrl,L,r) 

LL=L*1 OA9; 

N=length(r); 

If N==1 

y=quad(@psd-gnorm,0.4677*r,(r+calctrl))*LL; 

else 

for index=l:l:N 

y(index)=quad(@psd~gnorm,0.4677*r(index),(r(index)+calctrl)); 

end 

y=y(1 ,:)*LL; 

end 

function y=psd-gnorm(r) 

y=((l -Xptc-Xel)l(sqrt(pi)*(log(smu)+chiM*log(sM))).l(r+calctrl).*... 

(exp(-(log((r+calctrI)lrmu)/log(smu)) .A2)+chiM.*... 

exp(-(log((r+calctrl)IrM)llog(sM)).A2))).l(r+calctrl); 

end 

end 

12. SVP-Saturated Vapor Pressure 

%SATURATED VAPOR PRESSURE 

%Calculate the saturated vapor pressure at the radius of rneck 

% 

function y=SVP(Ea,T,Vm,surften,theta,rneck) 



qsO=1.18*1OA6*1OA5; %Constant, fltting parameter, Pa 

R=8.31452; %Gas constant, J mol" K' 

kB=8.6173*1 OA(-5); %Bot&mann constrant in eV lC1 

length-rneck=length(rneck); 

if length-rneck==l 

qsinf=qsO*exp(-Eal(kB*T)); 

%Saturated vapor pressure at T on flat surface,Pa 

r~cap=Vm*2.0*surften*cos(theta*3.141591180)I(R*T); 

%Has unit of length, m 

y=qsinPexp(-r-capl(rneck*l OA(-9))); 

*hUeIvin Eq,, compute correspondtng vapor 
%pressure at capillary radius rneck 

else 

qsinf=qsO*exp(-Eal(kB*T)); 

%Saturated vapor pressure at T on flat surface, Pa 

r~cap=Vm*2.0*surften*cos(theta*3.14159/180)/(R*T); 

%Has unit of length, m 

y=qsinf.*exp(-r-ca p.I(meck*l O A(-9))); 

%Kelvin Eq., compute corresponding vapot 

%pressure at capillary radlue meck 

end 




